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Executive Summary

Introduction:

Government First Grade College Gurumitkal began its educational journey in the  year 1991 and is located in
Geographical area of Hyderabad Karnataka Region called Gurumitkal. The College is located at the border area of
Karnataka and Telangana States. Gurumitkal Taluk is newly formed in the year 2017 located at 40 kilometers distance
from the  District Headquarter- Yadgir which is recognized as the most backward district of Karnataka state .Our
College offers four UG programmes BA/BCOM/BSC/BBM and Two PG Programmes MA in Kannada and MA in
Sociology with 13 permanent teachers and 39 guest lecturers with total enrollment student’s strength of 937 .We boost
the morale and train our students in an environment that is free from socio economic, religious, caste, gender and other
pre judices. The institute induces self discipline rather than supervision. The College has experienced a tremendous
growth in the student enrollment since its inception. The College aims at maintaining Social justice and ensures access
to Higher education to people coming from socially and economically backward sections of Society. Considering the
importance of Higher education the college has taken up the challenge of promoting Higher education for the Students
in one of the most backward area of the state. The College is continuously striving to achieve new heights in the area of
higher education through promotion of Research amongst faculties and students.. The college besides concentrating on
Academic activities also makes the students sensitive towards Environment and makes them understand the importance
of other natural resources which is done through conduct of NSS Camps and other such cleanliness campaigns. The
College has got well qualified and dedicated staff members who ensure the overall progress of the institution. The
College has produced many great Policemen, Teachers, and other government servants who are serving now at various
levels in different parts of the state. The College aims at providing a homely learning atmosphere for the students where
they just don’t learn but also enjoy while they learn.

Vision:

To be the leading educational institution in the region with multifaceted development-centric approach, a focus
towards holistic growth of its stakeholders and a responsibility towards societal betterment

Mission:

1. Effective and economical use of all available resources in the campus.
2. Team work at all levels
3. Commitment concern and care for all stakeholders

SWOC

Institutional Strength :

1. The College ensures adequate and equal opportunities to students coming from Socially, Economically,
differently-abled and marginalized sections of Society.

2. Our college is the only institute that offers MA in Kannada and MA in Sociology (PG) courses in the entire
Gurumitkal town.

3. The College has an excellent infrastructure that is well equipped with good number of classrooms, seminar halls,
CCTV’s, Playground, and Green campus which enriches the learning experience of students.

4.  The College has got EDUSAT facility which basically caters to the needs of slow learners and aims at improving
their Communication skills and confidence.

5. The college has got well qualified and dedicated staff members with N.E.T/S.E.T. , P.HD’s and M.Phil degrees
and good research background that enhances their teaching- learning skills.
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6. The College has good accomplishments in terms of Sports , Extra-Curricular activities and conduct of various
cultural events

7. The college has started making use of LED lights to ensure energy conservation as a responsibility towards
energy saving measure

8. The college has got library facility which has got more than 10,000 books that can support the students who
cannot afford books.

9. The college has got a good academic track record where the students of our college have secured University level
ranks at UG level.

Most of our faculties are nominated as the members of BOS/ Exam squads, Custodians and Evaluators etc which is
constituted by Gulbarga University

Institutional Weakness :

1. The College is located in Gurumitkal town where the students come from nearby villages, but the poor bus
facility has always been a problem for students from time management point of view.

2. Poor Communication skills & Poor command on English language among students, has always been a problem
which sometimes reduces the confidence of the students.The students prefer use of Vernacular language for
teaching learning purposes.

3. Poor attendance of students as most of the students work on agricultural fields to support their families
economically.

4. The college has got unfilled Permanent teaching and Non teaching posts which hampers the smooth and effective
functioning of the college and also affects the quality of teaching and administration in the college.

5. Poor placement services and no Institution-Industry interaction as most of the Industries nearby prefer
neighbouring cities for campus recruitments.

6. Limited use of Technology for learning purposes which is mainly due to poor network connectivity in the area
and Non affordability of smart devices among students.

7. Lack of E-Library facility and No subscription to INFLIBNET.
8. Increased Dropouts due to poor economic condition of the students.
9. No smart classes and smart boards installed in the college. No hostel facility.

10. Lack of participation from Parents and Alumni even after frequent follow ups to participate in college
developmental activities.

 

Institutional Opportunity :

1. Better association with the Alumni which can be done by use of Social networking platforms.
2.  Better placement services that can be achieved by improvement of contacts with nearby Industrialists and

MOU’s.
3. The College has a good UG output hence it can start more number of PG courses that will cater to the needs of the

region. This will facilitate the students as more number of students go to neighbouring cities for PG courses.
4. The college can provide Digital library services and INFLIBNET which is essential for an HEI.
5. The college must bring new innovations and systems that will improve the learning experience of young learners
6. Considering the limited employment opportunities the college must promote self employment by offering

vocational courses that makes the students self reliant .
7.  Having an MOU with other premier institutes and indulging in Faculty exchange programmes that will surely be

fruitful for our students
8. Better monitoring of students especially the slow learners and following certain innovative practices to improve

their performance and enhance their interest in academics.

Institutional Challenge :

1. Since the college is a Government college, it has to strictly follow the terms and policies of Department of
Collegiate Education and hence has no autonomy in decision making.

2. Possibility of declining quality of students admitted because many private colleges that are being setup without
proper infrastructure..
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3. Very limited employment opportunities for the students graduated in the nearby places and limited placement or
support agencies in the area.

4. More number of Permanent faculties are essential for improving the Student teacher ratio which will help in more
effective student monitoring systems. Hence shortage of both Teaching and Non teaching staff has always been a
challenge.

5. Personality development of the students through Improvement of English Communication skills of the students so
that they can face the interviews and Competitive exams with confidence.

Criteria wise Summary

Curricular Aspects :

Our College is an Affiliated College hence it does not have autonomy in designing the syllabus it has to strictly follow
the curriculum designed by Gulbarga University. Most of our faculty members are working as BOS members of the
University and they contribute towards curriculum enhancement through the board constituted by the University. Few of
our faculty members have authored books and are reviewers of Journals. The UG and PG students of our college are
privileged to have a Choice based credit system which was implemented by the University from 2018-19 Academic
year. The programmes offered by the college are carried out according to semester system. For the completion of
syllabus in time meticulous   planning is done and a calendar of events is prepared well in advance. The colleges collect
the feedback regularly from the Stakeholders on syllabus. The feedback analysis is also prepared it is consciously
considered. The Curricular programme of the college currently comprises of  3 Year Bachelor Degree courses such as
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Commerce, Bachelor of Business Management , Bachelor of Science and 2 Year PG
courses MA in Kannada and Sociology. For the effective implementation of the curriculum the syllabus and  the number
of classes are divided amongst faculty members well in advance. Internal tests are also conducted regularly as per the
calendar of events. Previous question papers of the subjects are always discussed and solved within classrooms to
ensure preparedness among students for examinations. The syllabus of all the UG programmes was revised in the year
2018-19 and all the cross cutting issues are kept in mind while framing the syllabus. In Order to enhance the learning
experience of the students –Study tours were organized by the college for History students to provide them with
practical exposure. The other measures like encouraging the students to visit library regularly providing Internet facility
within the campus is undertaken to improve the learning experience of the students. The college makes all possible
efforts in development of competent human resources by creating an innovative educational environment.

Teaching-learning and Evaluation :

Being operational in the most backward district of the state our college does not receive applications from other states
and international students. We have good number of local students who enrol with us and we strictly provide admission
for all applicants as reservation policy. The college admission committee gives necessary advice and guidance to the
students that help them to select suitable UG courses accordingly. The college has both UG and PG courses which is
managed by 13 Permanent and 39 Guest lecturers. From last few years the faculties have been seriously and effectively
using ICT in teaching learning process. Few of our classrooms are ICT enabled and seminar hall also has ICT facility
Our College has got well qualified Permanent faculty with 5 of them having P.HD’s and 2 with M.Phil degrees. The
other faculty members have passed NET/SET. Programme specific outcomes are explained at length in the stipulated
paragraph. There has been consistent improvement not only in enrolment but also in the pass percentage of the students.
Few of our departments have successfully conducted special lectures by inviting well qualified and talented faculties
from neighbouring colleges. The department of collegiate education organizes special programmes through EDUSAT
for the students and it is telecasted live for the students on daily basis in our campus itself. To ensure effectiveness in
teaching quality the faculty members attend various Orientation/Refresher courses, short term courses, FDP’s and
actively participate in seminars and workshops. The college ensures regular student evaluation through conduct of class
tests and internal tests. To enhance the teaching learning experience the college conducts various Co-curricular and
Extra-curricular activities which are monitored by the staff members.

Research, Innovations and Extension :

The college provides and promotes a healthy research environment among staff and students. The College has
Permanent faculty members with P.HD’s and a few of them are also P.HD guides of Gulbarga University. Our faculty
members have large numbers of research papers published in UGC listed National and International level journals with
impact factors. Our faculty members have also authored books and have published chapters in edited books. Some of
our faculty members are Pursuing P.HD and are actively involved in research oriented activities. The college staff
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members are also provided with individual laptops to dedicate more and more time towards research. The college is
actively involved in extension activities such as NSS and Red cross wing of the college which is actively involved in
community services such as Cleanliness drives, Blood donation camps in the college campus itself, undertaking the
responsibility of cleaning the nearby villages under the Swachh Bharat mission, Environment awareness rally and many
of such programmes are successfully organized by the college. The college staff and NSS Volunteers work in close co-
ordination with local gram Panchayat’s during the cleanliness drives

Infrastructure and Learning Resources :

The college has got a good infrastructure with a total area of 4 acres. The college is a green and an eco friendly campus
The College provides adequate infrastructure facilities which not only meets the requirements of regulatory bodies but
also satisfies the functional needs. The college building houses large and spacious classrooms with proper lighting and
ventilation. Proper sanitation facilities are available for both the staff and students. The college has also got good
number of benches and tables for providing a comfortable learning experience for the students. The college has a
Physics and Computer lab with large number of Experiment Equipments, apparatus and Computers respectively. The
college has also got an auditorium which can house more than 200 students at a time and a new auditorium with higher
seating capacity is under construction. Our library has got rich collection of books and magazines that can fulfil and
satisfy the learning needs of students. For the maintenance of Infrastructure the financial requirements are met by the
Government and College development funds

Student Support and Progression :

Student mentoring practice is followed in the college, where the college collects student database through mentoring
forms. The college provides complete support for the students in applying for scholarships of both Government and Non
government bodies. The college also interacts regularly with the officials of Social welfare department and addresses
various issues faced by students in scholarship applications. Most of our students have taken admission for PG courses
in Gulbarga University, and other PG colleges nearby and a few of them have been admitted in our college itself for MA
in Kannada / Sociology course. The students are taken to District level job mela’s organized at DC office, and are
provided placement information and guidance for career advancements. The college also conducted special lectures for
the final year students who are interested to take up civil service exams The College conducts Sports and cultural
activities for the students to bring out the best of talent in them. Few of our talented students also participate in
University level sports. The college has got a suggestion box, grievance cell which addresses the various issues faced by
the students. The faculties of the college ensure overall progress and development of the students.

Governance, Leadership and Management :

The college is a Government run institution. It is governed and managed   by the state government.  The principal is the
administrative head of the institution who manages the college with the help of teaching and non teaching staff. The
principal works in close co-ordination with the heads of various departments and senior faculty members for the smooth
running of the administration. The recruitment of Permanent Teaching and Non-teaching posts is done by the state
government as per the recruitment rules regulated from time to time. The Regional Joint Director of Collegiate
education makes regular visits and inspects the college from time to time. The college makes use of CDF funds to meet
its day to day expenditures. The state government is the only funding agency for the purpose of development and
Payment of salaries to the staff. The principal is the drawing and disbursement authority who incurs the expenditure for
the purchase of books, equipments etc. with the fund allotted by the state government. Income and expenditures of the
college are subject to regular audit conducted by the Department of Collegiate education and Accountant general office
of Karnataka. The college has well defined systems for improvement of academic quality and infrastructure. Various
committees and cells are formed for the smooth and effective conduct of various activities in the college. The IQAC co-
ordinates with various committees and monitors the progress of various committees formed for the purpose. The IQAC
always encourages the staff members to take part in Research and various training programmes to ensure all round
development of the staff.

Institutional Values and Best Practices :

The college has been following certain healthy practices such as collection of Feedback from all Stakeholders. The
morning Assembly session brings all the staff and students together and we sing the National Anthem and Nadageete of
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Karnataka. The morning Assembly session is also fruitful as we ask one of the students to read Newspaper headlines
everyday to keep our students updated about Current affairs. The college campus a green and an eco-friendly campus
which is also a No plastic zone. The college celebrates all National festivals to inculcate communal harmony and bring
a feeling on patriotism within students. Our faculties are always motivated to publish more and more research papers
and take part in research oriented activities. Our college NSS unit has always been actively undertaking village cleaning
drives and takes up the responsibility of plantation of saplings and clean the campus drives every year as a part of
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan. The college conducts Industrial trips for the students to provide them with practical exposure
and create and urge within them to learn both theoretically and practically.

Profile

BASIC INFORMATION

Name and Address of the College

Name GOVERNMENT FIRST GRADE COLLEGE

Address behind Panchayat office Hyderabad road Gurumatkal
585214

City Gurumitkal

State Karnataka

Pin 585214

Website https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal

Contacts for Communication

Designation Name Telephone with
STD Code Mobile Fax Email

Principal(in-charge) Gachinamani
Monappa S 08473-225136 9448577415 - gfgcgurumatkal@gmail.com

IQAC / CIQA
coordinator M Imran Kazi - 9845547262 - ikazi12345@gmail.com

Status of the Institution

Institution Status Government

Type of Institution

By Gender Co-education

By Shift Regular 
 

Recognized Minority institution

https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal
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If it is a recognized minroity institution No

Establishment Details

Date of establishment of the college 18-04-1991

University to which the college is affiliated/ or which governs the college (if it is a constituent college)

State University name Document

Karnataka Gulbarga University View Document

Details of UGC recognition

Under Section Date View Document

2f of UGC

12B of UGC

Details of recognition/approval by stationary/regulatory bodies like AICTE,NCTE,MCI,DCI,PCI,RCI
etc(other than UGC)

Statutory
Regulatory
Authority

Recognition/Approval details
Institution/Department programme

Day,Month and
year(dd-mm-yyyy)

Validity in
months Remarks

No contents

Details of autonomy

Does the affiliating university Act provide for
conferment of autonomy (as recognized by the UGC), on
its affiliated colleges?

No

Recognitions

Is the College recognized by UGC as a College with
Potential for Excellence(CPE)? No

Is the College recognized for its performance by any
other governmental agency? No

Location and Area of Campus

Campus Type Address Location
*

Campus Area in
Acres

Built up Area in
sq.mts.

Main campus
area

behind Panchayat office Hyderabad road
Gurumatkal 585214 Rural 4 4111.2

ACADEMIC INFORMATION

Details of Programs Offered by the College (Give Data for Current Academic year)

Program Name of Duration in Entry Medium of Sanctioned No.of Students

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/iiqa/university_affiliation_documents/101755_5456_131_1606816508.pdf
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Level Program/Course Months Qualification Instruction Strength Admitted
UG BSc,Science 36 PUC SCIENCE English 80 50
UG BA,Arts 36 PUC ARTS Kannada 350 326

UG BCom,Commerce 36 PUC
COMMERCE English 100 46

UG BBM,Management 36 PUC
COMMERCE English 60 0

PG MA,Arts 24 BACHELOR
OF ARTS Kannada 15 14

PG MA,Arts 24 BACHELOR
OF ARTS Kannada 30 19

Position Details of Faculty & Staff in the College

Teaching Faculty
Professor Associate Professor Assistant Professor
Male Female Others Total Male Female Others Total Male Female Others Total

Sanctioned by the
UGC /University 

 State Government
0 1 17

Recruited 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 8 4 0 12
Yet to Recruit 0 0 5
Sanctioned by the
Management/Society
or Other Authorized
Bodies

0 0 0

Recruited 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Yet to Recruit 0 0 0

Non-Teaching Staff
Male Female Others Total

Sanctioned by the UGC
/University State Government 6

Recruited 3 1 0 4
Yet to Recruit 2
Sanctioned by the
Management/Society or Other
Authorized Bodies

0

Recruited 0 0 0 0
Yet to Recruit 0

Technical Staff
Male Female Others Total

Sanctioned by the UGC
/University State Government 0

Recruited 0 0 0 0
Yet to Recruit 0
Sanctioned by the
Management/Society or Other
Authorized Bodies

0

Recruited 0 0 0 0
Yet to Recruit 0
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Qualification Details of the Teaching Staff

Permanent Teachers
Highest Qualification Professor Associate Professor Assistant Professor

Male Female Others Male Female Others Male Female Others Total
D.sc/D.Litt. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ph.D. 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 1 0 5
M.Phil. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 3
PG 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 5

Temporary Teachers
Highest Qualification Professor Associate Professor Assistant Professor

Male Female Others Male Female Others Male Female Others Total
D.sc/D.Litt. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ph.D. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M.Phil. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Part Time Teachers
Highest Qualification Professor Associate Professor Assistant Professor

Male Female Others Male Female Others Male Female Others Total
D.sc/D.Litt. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ph.D. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
M.Phil. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PG 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Details of Visting/Guest Faculties

Number of Visiting/Guest Faculty engaged with the
college?

Male Female Others Total
31 8 0 39

Provide the Following Details of Students Enrolled in the College During the Current Academic Year

Program From the State Where
 College is Located From Other States of India NRI Students Foreign Students Total

PG
Male 22 0 0 0 22
Female 11 0 0 0 11
Others 0 0 0 0 0

UG
Male 240 0 0 0 240
Female 182 0 0 0 182
Others 0 0 0 0 0

Provide the Following Details of Students admitted to the College During the last four Academic Years

Category Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

SC
Male 69 73 68 88
Female 45 51 38 62
Others 0 0 0 0

ST Male 5 4 3 4
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Female 3 5 8 7
Others 0 0 0 0

OBC
Male 268 251 235 307
Female 282 246 209 219
Others 0 0 0 0

General
Male 3 0 3 1
Female 10 0 4 2
Others 0 0 0 0

Others
Male 0 0 0 0
Female 0 0 0 0
Others 0 0 0 0

Total 685 630 568 690

Provide the Following Details

Number of Programs
Self-financed Programs offered New Programs introduced during the

last five years
0 2

Provide the Following Details

Unit Cost of Education Including Salary Component Excluding Salary Component
9448.5 17752 1145

QIF

1.Curricular Aspects
1.1 Curricular Planning and Implementation
1.1.1 The Institution ensures effective curriculum delivery through a well planned and documented process

Answer: 

Government first Grade College Gurumitkal is an Affiliated Institution which is affiliated to Gulbarga University
Kalaburagi. The curriculum is framed by the University which must be followed by affiliated institutions. Our
Institution tries to maintain an effective learning atmosphere in the campus and ensures effective delivery of the
curriculum at classroom level. All the faculties of the college in the first week of the working days prepare in advance
the college calendar of events by considering the Calender of the University.. The faculties also maintain a work
diary wherein they plan the syllabus and mention the work done on daily basis.

In a broader sense the curriculum aims to equip the students with deep knowledge in core subjects followed by
necessary skills and moral values to be followed in their daily lives and become better citizens of tomorrow. At the
grass root level the objective of the curriculum and its teaching is set to develop in each student critical and creative
thinking, communication skills, Team spirit, evaluative ability, innovative attitude, across all programs.

In order to achieve the above objectives and ensure effective delivery of the curriculum all the teaching faculties are
sent regularly for attending workshops, seminars and various orientation/ refresher courses. This is also done to keep
the teachers updated with knowledge.

The teachers regularly evaluate the students by conduct of regular internal tests, giving assignments, classroom
seminars to ensure effective curriculum delivery.

To conclude it can be said that the teachers play a vital role in assessing and imparting quality education to the
students. The curriculum identifies the individual competencies of the students and helps in building a strong
foundation to support their present learning and studies at higher level.
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1.1.2 The institution adheres to the academic calendar including for the conduct of CIE

Answer: 

The College prepares the internal calendar of events strictly after considering the calendar of events put up by the
University at the beginning of each academic year. The first internal test is normally after 2 months from the
beginning of the semester and second internal test is conducted just one month after the conduct of the first test. The
results of the tests are displayed on the notice boards and the same marks are considered for allotment of Final
internal marks for the students. Apart from the internal tests regular class tests are also conducted considering the
need of slow learners.

File Description Document

Link for Additional information View Document

1.1.3 Teachers of the  Institution participate in following activities related to curriculum  development  and
assessment of the affiliating University and/are represented on the following  academic bodies during the last five
years     

1. Academic council/BoS of Affiliating university
2. Setting of question papers for UG/PG programs
3. Design and  Development of Curriculum for Add on/ certificate/ Diploma Courses
4. Assessment /evaluation process of the affiliating University

Answer: A. All of the above

File Description Document

Institutional data in prescribed format View Document

Details of participation of teachers in various bodies/activities
provided as a response to the metric View Document

1.2 Academic Flexibility
1.2.1 Percentage of Programmes in which Choice Based Credit System (CBCS)/ elective course system has been
implemented

Answer: 100

1.2.1.1 Number of Programmes in which CBCS / Elective course system implemented.

Answer: 6
File Description Document

Minutes of relevant Academic Council/ BOS meetings View Document

Institutional data in prescribed format View Document

Any additional information View Document

1.2.2 Number of Add on /Certificate programs offered during the last five years

Answer: 5

1.2.2.1 How many Add on /Certificate programs are offered within the last 5 years.

Answer: 

https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/GenericDocHandler/316-40b54daf-6397-466d-88f3-bdf7c1d4b6bc.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.1.3_1607434153_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.1.3_1607436425_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.2.1_1607436878_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.2.1_1607490965_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.2.1_1607436575_5456.pdf
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2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
1 1 1 0 2

File Description Document

List of Add on /Certificate programs View Document

Brochure or any other document relating to Add on /Certificate
programs View Document

1.2.3 Average percentage of students enrolled in Certificate/ Add-on programs as against the total number of
students during the last five years

Answer: 8.2

1.2.3.1 Number of students enrolled in subject related Certificate or Add-on programs year wise during last five
years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
49 50 45 0 141

File Description Document
Details of the students enrolled in Subjects related to
certificate/Add-on programs View Document

Any additional information View Document

1.3 Curriculum Enrichment
1.3.1 Institution integrates crosscutting issues relevant to Professional Ethics ,Gender, Human Values ,Environment
and Sustainability into the Curriculum

Answer: 

Education should sensitize the students and equip them with an understanding of self and society. Thus, GFGC
GURUMITKAL follows the university curriculum where the students of all courses study subjects that develop in
them Professional Ethics, Gender, Human Values, Environment sensitivity. Further, to promote professional ethics
among students the students have a proper dress code and code of conduct to be followed in campus. Besides, to
create awareness, conviction and commitment among students, teachers and society, many extension programmes in
respect of values and culture, like seminars, conferences, workshops, and community services have been organized.
The various subjects which help the students develop the qualities are described below

Environmental Awareness:

Environment awareness is inculcated in students. Environment study is a part of the curriculum of the University
followed by the institution across all courses.. NSS students along with other students of the college participate in
tree plantation and cleanliness drives. We make the student aware about the importance of preserving the
environment.

Human rights:

Human rights are the basic rights enjoyed by all. We at GFGC Gurumitkal make sure that no violation of human
rights takes place. Various subjects in Sociology and Political science create awareness of Human Rights and motive
everyone to make the proper use of basic rights.

Professional ethics:-

Professional ethics are taught to students as part of their holistic development. Importance for group work and
development of leadership qualities are being taught.

Moral and ethical values:

Moral and ethical values are integral part of education of all the students. Out teachers put their best efforts to groom
students and make them responsible citizens. We celebrate days of National importance which imbibes ethical values

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.2.2_1610975831_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.2.2_1611297921_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.2.3_1610975842_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.2.3_1610976014_5456.xlsx
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in the students. Independence day, Republic day, Gandhi Jayanti, Teacher`s day,  and other important jayanti’s are
celebrated with great pride etc.

 

1.3.2 Average percentage of courses that include experiential learning through project work/field work/internship
during last five years

Answer: 3.33

1.3.2.1 Number of courses that include experiential learning through project work/field work/internship year-
wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
1 0 0 0 0

File Description Document

Programme / Curriculum/ Syllabus of the courses View Document

MoU's with relevant organizations for these courses, if any
Average percentage of courses that include experiential learning
through project work/field work/internship

View Document

1.3.3 Percentage of  students undertaking project  work/field work/ internships (Data for the latest completed
academic year

Answer: 1.49

1.3.3.1 Number of students undertaking project work/field work / internships

Answer: 14
File Description Document

List of programmes and number of students undertaking project
work/field work/ /internships View Document

1.4 Feedback System
1.4.1 Institution obtains  feedback on the syllabus and its transaction at the institution from the following 
stakeholders

1) Students

2)Teachers

3)Employers

4)Alumni

Answer: C. Any 2 of the above

File Description Document

URL for stakeholder feedback report View Document

1.4.2 Feedback process of the Institution may be classified as follows:

Options:

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.3.2_1608279104_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.3.2_1615463157_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.3.3_1615463232_5456.xlsx
https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/category/FEEDBACK-SYSTEM
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1. Feedback collected, analysed and action taken and feedback available on website
2. Feedback collected, analysed and action has been taken
3. Feedback collected and analysed
4. Feedback collected
5.  Feedback not collected

Answer: A. Feedback collected, analysed and action taken and feedback available on website

File Description Document

Upload any additional information View Document

URL for feedback report View Document

2.Teaching-learning and Evaluation
2.1 Student Enrollment and Profile
2.1.1 Average Enrolment percentage (Average of last five years)

Answer: 61.9

2.1.1.1 Number  of students admitted year-wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
455 370 179 187 261
2.1.1.2 Number of sanctioned seats year wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
635 480 390 390 390

File Description Document

Institutional data in prescribed format View Document

2.1.2 Average percentage of seats filled against reserved categories (SC, ST, OBC, Divyangjan, etc. as per applicable
reservation policy ) during the last five years ( exclusive of supernumerary seats)

Answer: 75.33

2.1.2.1 Number of actual students admitted from the reserved categories year-wise during the last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
235 161 177 128 133

File Description Document

Average percentage of seats filled against seats reserved View Document

Any additional information View Document

2.2 Catering to Student Diversity
2.2.1 The institution assesses the learning levels of the students and organises special Programmes for advanced
learners and slow learners

Answer: 

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/1.4.2_1607448291_5456.pdf
https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/category/FEEDBACK-ANALYSIS-YEAR-WISE
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.1.1_1607493393_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.1.2_1613655528_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.1.2_1607923774_5456.pdf
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Our institution is dedicated to holistic development of the students. The college gets basically gets the applications
from first generation learners who come from rural and poor economic background with minimum access to
Electronic media and Technology. Thanks to EDUSAT project of the government that basically is designed to meet
the needs of first line learners and meet the needs of the students basically coming from Vernacular mediums. Every
day the college has one dedicated hour in its time table for EDUSAT which is mandatory for all students across all
courses. The students can participate in online question and answer session and it basically helps them to overcome
English language communication barriers. Except English, Urdu, Hindi when it comes to other core subjects the
majority of students prefer answering the scripts in Kannada. Our students face problems when it comes to
expressing their thoughts and ideas in English.

The college has well equipped laboratories with all necessary experimental materials for which the college is thankful
to government of Karnataka for funding the Science departments regularly. A new practice which our college has
adopted is Introduction of Study tours especially for students of BA, who visit the nearby historical places that
facilitates practical learning and also creates an interest to learn amongst slow learners. The college believes in the
policy of enjoy while you learn by understanding the importance of learning among slow learners. The slow learners
in the class are identified based on their performance in internal tests and a practice is followed in the college where
the students with poor performance are given seminar presentation opportunities and asked to occupy the front
benches in the classroom. A pairing system is also followed where one slow learner is paired with a student with
better performance so as to facilitate better learning and exchange of ideas among students. With an intention of
making the sudents techno-savvy the Government of Karnataka started the free laptop scheme for the economically
backward students. This has helped the students as the access to technology has increased among the students.

ICT is used to update their knowledge. Individual attention is of paramount importance in dealing with the problems
of slow learners. The students counselling unit caters the need of slow learners and help them to analyze and
comprehend various issues. Slow learners are trained to gain the employability skills to keep up with the competitive
market.

2.2.2 Student- Full time teacher ratio (Data for the latest completed academic year)

Answer: 72.08

File Description Document

Any additional information View Document

2.3 Teaching- Learning Process
2.3.1 Student centric methods, such as experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving
methodologies are used for enhancing learning experiences

Answer: 

The college basically follows the student centric methods of learning. The students are given daily assignments and
the same is discussed in the next class before proceeding with the lecture. Problems and doubts of the students are
clarified before beginning the new topic .The students are encouraged to be participative and interactive in the
classrooms for better teaching learning experience. The students are encouraged to read newspapers and magazines
on daily basis and also present papers on burning issues. Drama and plays are also a new trend of teaching learning
which is widely followed by our Arts faculty. This practice has yielded good results as most of the students indulge
into participative learning process. Practical knowledge of students is facilitated by visits to various historical and
tourist places and discussions on certain issues make it creative and student centric. The college has also one room
which is dedicated for internet facility for students. The student may gather necessary information on their curriculum
related aspects and the same information collected is transformed into knowledge by teachers. With the distribution
of free laptops among staff and students efforts are being made to encourage the use of internet and computers by the
staff and students to keep them updated with the latest developments in their respective field of study. The Science
faculty conducts Science exhibitions for the students where the students prepare various models on their own and the
neighbouring college faculties are called for judging the same. This concept has got good amount of appreciation and
feedback from stakeholders as it involves practical learning. Special lectures from knowledgeable personalities from
in and around the region are being organized regularly for the students. The computer lab of the college with more
than 50 computers have always been an attractive place for people interested to learn computers .The students in their
free hours visit the lab and learn computer basics .The college library is also competitive with large number of books
available for the students.

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.2.2_1607495154_5456.xlsx
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2.3.2 Teachers use ICT enabled tools for effective teaching-learning process.

Answer: 

In order to ensure student centric learning and ensure adoption of latest and technically sound and effective means of
teaching learning the college installed ICT in 4 classes and made a beginning towards learning with ICT. The
intention of using ICT was to create interest and excitement among young learners and provide a Visual learning
experience which was an attractive concept for the rural students. Use of ICT ensured creative and effective learning
experience. Several faculty members have adopted ICT as an effective teaching learning tool and have observed that
it was creating interest and involvement of students. EDUSAT has become a modern and effective tool of learning for
students. It not only creates interest but also provide opportunity for the students to participate individually in the
session, get their doubts clarified instantly. The audio-visual experience always ensures knowledge enrichment
among students. The faculties most preferably use Power point presentations using DLP screens as a common and an
effective tool for teaching. We always ensure that we do not deprive our rural students from latest technology. The
college in its new infrastructure that is shortly going to be ready has planned to make the classes ICT enabled and
also install Smart boards thereby making certain classes as smart classes. Frequent power cuts and poor network
connectivity has always been an obstacle in effective use of ICT but the college is making all possible efforts to make
a strong and a technically sound infrastructure ready for our students in the days to come.

The staff members are also provided free laptops to prepare presentations and make use of it as effective tool for
enrichment of teaching standards and also help themselves overcome their technical weaknesses. The college also
aims at installing a Wi-fi router once the network issues are resolved in the area. The college in the days to come will
ensure that our campus is wifi enabled and all the students will have restricted access to it

File Description Document

Upload any additional information View Document

2.3.3 Ratio of students to mentor for academic and other related issues (Data for the latest completed academic  year
)

Answer: 72.08

2.3.3.1 Number of mentors

Answer: 13
File Description Document

Upload year wise, number of students enrolled and full time
teachers on roll. View Document

mentor/mentee ratio View Document

Circulars pertaining to assigning mentors to mentees View Document

2.4 Teacher Profile and Quality
2.4.1 Average percentage of full time teachers against sanctioned posts during the last five years

Answer: 74.44

File Description Document
Year wise full time teachers and sanctioned posts for 5years(Data
Template) View Document

List of the faculty members authenticated by the Head of HEI View Document

2.4.2 Average percentage of full time teachers with Ph. D. / D.M. / M.Ch. / D.N.B Superspeciality / D.Sc. / D.Litt.
 during the last five years  (consider only highest degree for count)

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.3.2_1607496100_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.3.3_1607500759_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.3.3_1607500768_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.3.3_1607923539_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.4.1_1607496632_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.4.1_1607496361_5456.xlsx
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Answer: 31.26

2.4.2.1 Number of full time teachers with Ph. D. / D.M. / M.Ch. / D.N.B Superspeciality / D.Sc. / D.Litt.  year wise
during the last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
5 5 5 3 3

File Description Document
List of number of full time teachers with Ph. D. / D.M. / M.Ch. /
D.N.B Superspeciality / D.Sc. / D.Litt. and number of full time
teachers for 5 years (Data Template)

View Document

Any additional information View Document

2.4.3 Average teaching experience of full time teachers in the same institution (Data for the latest completed
academic year in number of years) 

Answer: 56.77

2.4.3.1 Total experience of full-time teachers

 

Answer: 738
File Description Document

List of Teachers including their PAN, designation, dept and
experience details(Data Template) View Document

2.5 Evaluation Process and Reforms
2.5.1 Mechanism of internal assessment is transparent and robust in terms of frequency and mode

Answer: 

Internal evaluation is a process of assessing the knowledge and skills acquired by the students at various levels of the
programmes. Students are evaluated regularly at different phases of their learning process to assess the progress of
the wards and help them academically. Students are identified by their performances in internal tests, assignments,
seminars, their diligence, active participation in various academic activities and examinations. Regular Faculty
interaction with the students also enables us to evaluate the students and identify them as slow or advanced learners
and to help them suitably by way of providing all the possible academic help and support.

The College conducts regular internal tests following the norms of the University. Two internal tests are conducted
per semester by the college of 20 marks each. The students with poor performance are counselled and given
necessary advice and suggestions on improvement measures to be undertaken. Poor performance and regular
absenteeism is dealt with by regularly giving phone calls to the students and addressing such students by concerned
departmental heads. If case of any errors in internal evaluation the students are always at liberty to get it corrected.
The college always hears to the problems, complaints of the students regarding assessment related issues and resolves
them at earliest. The college ensures complete transparency in assessment and internal evaluation of students.

Most of our students come from Vernacular mediums and hence our faculty members encourage them to
communicate in English both with staff and among themselves. The staff members always motivate them to present
seminar in classrooms in English so as to improve their fluency and confidence. During functions and cultural events
the students are given the leadership task of anchoring the program so that they overcome their fears and explore the
talent in them. Necessary advice is given to them for further improvement after keen observation. The evaluation is
the integral part of teaching learning process. So, the institution has made effective arrangements for the smooth
application of the rules about the evaluation process. The college has developed proper mechanisms for this purpose.
Time to time staff meetings are also conducted concerning the evaluation process.

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.4.2_1615463680_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.4.2_1607501548_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.4.3_1607502958_5456.xlsx
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2.5.2 Mechanism to deal with internal/external examination related grievances is transparent, time- bound and
efficient  

Answer: 

The students are informed about periodical changes made by the university and the same is displayed on the college
notice board. Complete transparency is ensured in CIE. The internal marks secured by the students are put up on the
notice boards and also the list of students who have submitted the assignments is also displayed on notice boards.
Before uploading the marks of the students in University portal the list of final internal marks secured by the students
is displayed where we provide a provision for students to verify the marks and is further subject to scrutiny. The
college also provides an opportunity for students to appear for re-exams in case they are absent stating genuine
reasons so as to provide equal opportunity to all. The college ensures evaluation of each and every student free from
any type of bias and ensures progress of all.

Our college is an affiliated college to Gulbarga University. UG and PG courses have six and four semester
examinations respectively. They are being conducted at different levels in terms of internal assessment and time
schedule as per calendar of events. Semester examinations are conducted under the directions and schedule provided
by Gulbarga University. Final examinations, evaluation, results, marks sheets, passing/convocation certificate comes
under the purview of the University. At the University level, it extends the best evaluation starting from internal tests
to final examination is considered as full fledged and completely transparent Mechanism We are committed to answer
and justify only for the internal assessment tests, marks, assignments, and seminars. However we always facilitate the
students in case they are unhappy with their results and they wish to apply for re-assessment of their answer scripts.
The college always acts as a link between the students and University. The Registrar (evaluation) of Gulbarga
University looks into the genuineness of the issue and sets right the mistakes if any through well-established
University examination procedures. To ensure transparency, further, the University provides photocopy of the answer
sheets at a nominal fee to the students who desire to apply for revaluation.

2.6 Student Performance and Learning Outcomes
2.6.1 Programme and course outcomes for all Programmes offered by the institution are stated and displayed on
website and communicated to teachers and students.

Answer: 

The College is affiliated to Gulbarga University. The Staff members ensure proper completion of syllabus in time
however due to unforeseen circumstances if the syllabus is not completed the teachers ensure that the syllabus is
completed by conducting extra classes. Our college has always shown good performance in the University exams and
some of them have University level ranks. The courses offered by the college helps the students to connect with the
real world issues and enhance the human values of the students. Across all courses the college provides proper career
guidance to the students and helps them in identifying potential employment opportunities. The outcomes of the
programmes are reflected in the results we receive. Various schemes like NSS, Red cross wing helps in having one on
one relationship with the students. We identify the various drawbacks of the programmes through student feedbacks.
In the recent periods we are also trying to get the feedback from parents and Alumni. The programme outcomes
enable the students to have a clear understanding about the significance of the subjects and its expected outcomes.
For the kind information of the students the college has displayed all the programme specific outcomes in the college
website.

File Description Document

Upload COs for all Programmes (exemplars from Glossary) View Document

Past link for Additional information View Document

2.6.2 Attainment of programme outcomes and course outcomes are evaluated by the institution.

Answer: 

Academic and other important circulars are displayed on the notice boards. Since the college is located in the
background region of Hyderabad Karnataka region most of our students have very limited access to Social media

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.6.1_1607777538_5456.pdf
https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/GenericDocHandler/316-cc74158e-aaca-4db5-9785-e254fc087b8e.pdf
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networks and electronic gadgets. Programme specific outcomes and course outcomes are generally discussed with
students. Oral feedback is heard and followed by taking necessary corrective steps. The programs are conceived with
well defined learning outcomes. The scope is widened considering the changing needs of society, industry, country
and the globe as a whole. The career opportunities for a particular course are clearly spelt out in the profiles of each
of the departments.

As per the instructions of the Principal regular meetings are called and when the results are declared by Gulbarga
University, the respected faculties of the departments analyse the outcome of the programs. Results are compared
with the previous performances of the students, measures are taken to improve the quality of academic performance,
and moreover remedial classes are engaged for slow learners and necessary steps to be taken for the improvement of
the results. Based on the participation of students in the class and the marks scored in the internal tests and
submission of assignments, the student level is judged by the staff members and appropriate actions are initiated. At
the end of each Periodical test, progress reports which consist of unit test result and attendance status is assessed by
concerned HOD’s. The faculty members are encouraged to conduct surprise class tests, quiz competitions, etc. to
monitor the academic progress of the students. These details also facilitate the teachers to update themselves
constantly since they also involved in the learning outcomes. Various Issues like English communication problem,
teaching methodologies, problems in perception, communication gaps, cultural barriers, linguistic barriers,
concentration problems, influence of electronic media, abuse of modern gadgets, psychological issues are
comprehensively discussed. The college always ensures improvements in teaching-learning methodologies.

 

2.6.3 Average pass percentage of Students during last five years

Answer: 86.65

2.6.3.1 Number of final year students who passed the university examination year-wise during the last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
130 116 173 140 160
2.6.3.2 Number of final year students who appeared for the university examination year-wise during the last five
years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
143 154 194 162 175

File Description Document
Upload list of Programmes and number of students passed and
appeared in the final year examination (Data Template) View Document

2.7 Student Satisfaction Survey
2.7.1 Online student satisfaction survey regarding teaching learning process

Answer: 3.24

File Description Document
Upload database of all currently enrolled students (Data
Template) View Document

3.Research, Innovations and Extension
3.1 Resource Mobilization for Research
3.1.1 Grants received from Government and non-governmental agencies for research projects, endowments, Chairs
in the institution during the last five years (INR in Lakhs)

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.6.3_1607611452_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/2.7.1_1608192636_5456.xlsx
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Answer: 0

3.1.1.1 Total Grants from Government and non-governmental agencies for research projects , endowments,
Chairs in the institution during the last five years (INR in Lakhs)

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 0 0 0 0

File Description Document

List of endowments / projects with details of grants View Document

3.1.2 Percentage of teachers recognized as research guides (latest completed academic year)

Answer: 15.38

3.1.2.1 Number of teachers recognized as research guides

Answer: 2
File Description Document

Institutional data in prescribed format View Document

Any additional information View Document

3.1.3 Percentage of  departments having Research projects  funded by government and non government agencies
during the last five years

 

Answer: 0

3.1.3.1 Number of departments having Research projects funded by government and non-government agencies
during the last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 0 0 0 0
3.1.3.2 Number of departments offering academic programes

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
6 5 4 4 4

File Description Document

List of research projects and funding details View Document

3.2 Innovation Ecosystem
3.2.1 Institution has created an ecosystem for innovations and has initiatives for creation and transfer of knowledge

Answer: 

All the staff members of the college and students are committed to ensure that an ecological balance is maintained
not only within the campus but also around the campus. Proper waste disposal bins are maintained in the classrooms,

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.1.1_1607662007_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.1.2_1615463857_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.1.2_1615464133_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.1.3_1607662226_5456.xlsx
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Computer and Physics laboratories and few are placed in the corridor also. The college is declared as No-plastic zone
and each of the faculty and student ensure proper use of dustbins and ensure that the campus is clean and green. The
college NSS volunteers have taken up the responsibility of cleanliness drives in the campus on regular basis.

The college provides a conducive environment for the development of socio-economic and academic ideas for
creation and transfer of knowledge. For this purpose the college has started conducting Science exhibitions that help
the students to be creative and exhibit their talent by preparing various science exhibits. The college encourages
practical learning by taking the students to Study and historical tours that helps in enhancement of learning
experience. The college also conducts special lectures for students by inviting subject experts from neighbouring
institutions. The Kannada department took up the initiative of conducing poetry reciting competition that helped the
students to be creative in writing poems. Few of our faculties have an excellent research experience and make use of
their vast experience in transforming the traditional teaching methods. Food festival was conducted where the
participants had to convince the other students to buy their food; this was done with an intention of enhancing
marketing and management skills of the students in the target oriented market. The college conducts such relevant
activities so as to be creative in transforming the rural students and make them competitive enough to face the
challenges.

3.2.2 Number of workshops/seminars conducted on Research Methodology, Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and
entrepreneurship during the last five years

Answer: 1

3.2.2.1 Total number of workshops/seminars conducted on Research Methodology, Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR) and entrepreneurship year-wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 0 1 0 0

File Description Document

Report of the event View Document

List of workshops/seminars during last 5 years View Document

Any additional information View Document

3.3 Research Publications and Awards
3.3.1 Number of Ph.Ds registered per eligible teacher during the last five years

Answer: 3.5

3.3.1.1 How many Ph.Ds registered per eligible teacher within last five years

Answer: 7
3.3.1.2 Number  of teachers recognized as guides during the last five years

Answer: 2
File Description Document

List of PhD scholars and their details like name of the guide ,
title of thesis, year of award etc View Document

Any additional information View Document

URL to the research page on HEI website View Document

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.2.2_1607927863_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.2.2_1607662793_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.2.2_1607662411_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.3.1_1615464341_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.3.1_1607663305_5456.pdf
https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/STUDENTS-LIST
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3.3.2 Number of research papers per teachers in the Journals notified on UGC website during the last five years

Answer: 1.49

3.3.2.1 Number of research papers in the Journals notified on UGC website during the last five years.

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
4 3 2 7 4

File Description Document
List of research papers by title, author, department, name and
year of publication View Document

3.3.3 Number of books and chapters in edited volumes/books published and papers published in national/
international conference proceedings per teacher during last five years

Answer: 2.09

3.3.3.1 Total number of books and chapters in edited volumes/books published and papers in national/
international conference proceedings year-wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
4 14 2 5 3

File Description Document

List books and chapters edited volumes/ books published View Document

3.4 Extension Activities
3.4.1 Extension activities are carried out in the neighborhood community,  sensitizing students to social issues, for
their holistic development, and impact thereof during the last five years.

Answer: 

Extension activities organized by the college play a vital role in creating a link between the institution and society. In
order to make the students socially sensitive, responsible and better citizens of tomorrow the college has formed
various units such as NSS, Red cross wing and various other cells.

The main motto of our NSS unit is Service to Mankind. For this purpose the college conducts various camps, village
cleanliness and campus cleaning drives that marks as service to society. The Red cross wing of the college conducted
blood donation camp which surely helps with health benefits for the donors and excellent service to humanity. The
college also actively conducted AIDS awareness lectures, plantation of saplings not only in the campus but also in the
villages nearby. Clean the village drive is also an important initiative of the NSS where the NSS Volunteers camp in
that village and clean the entire village as part of their service to society. The college also took out rally in the town
for Swachh bharat Abhiyan and save the environment campaign. The History department organizes heritage visits for
the students so as to provide a holistic learning experience for the students. The college also conducted Voter
awareness drive for the students in the campus where the students were sensitized about the importance of voting in
the democratic setup. The college celebrates all National festivals and Jayanti’s in the college and promotes
communal harmony.

3.4.2 Number of awards and recognitions received for extension activities from government/ government recognised
bodies during the last five years

 

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.3.2_1607694623_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.3.3_1607694762_5456.xlsx
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Answer: 0

3.4.2.1 Total number of awards and recognition received for extension activities from Government/ Government
recognised bodies year-wise during the last five years.

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 0 0 0 0

File Description Document

Number of awards for extension activities in last 5 year View Document

e-copy of the award letters View Document

3.4.3 Number of extension and outreach programs conducted by the institution through NSS/NCC/Red cross/YRC
etc., during the last five years ( including Government initiated programs such as Swachh Bharat, Aids Awareness,
Gender Issue, etc. and those organised in collaboration with industry, community and NGOs)

Answer: 29

3.4.3.1 Number of extension and outreached Programmes conducted  in collaboration with industry, community
and Non- Government Organizations through NSS/ NCC/ Red Cross/ YRC etc., year-wise during the last five
years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
8 7 4 5 5

File Description Document

Reports of the event organized View Document

Number of extension and outreach Programmes conducted with
industry, community etc for the last five years View Document

3.4.4 Average percentage of students participating in extension activities at 3.4.3. above during last five years

Answer: 71.11

3.4.4.1 Total number of Students participating in extension activities conducted  in collaboration with industry,
community and Non- Government Organizations such as Swachh Bharat, AIDs awareness, Gender issue etc.
year-wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
880 640 445 300 294

File Description Document

Report of the event View Document

Average percentage of students participating in extension
activities with Govt or NGO etc View Document

3.5 Collaboration
3.5.1 Number of Collaborative activities for  research, Faculty exchange, Student exchange/ internship per year

Answer: 0

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.4.2_1607663977_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.4.2_1607663933_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.4.3_1607926570_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.4.3_1607664197_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.4.4_1607926314_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.4.4_1607664547_5456.xlsx
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3.5.1.1 Number of Collaborative activities for  research, Faculty exchange, Student exchange/ internship year-
wise during the last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 0 0 0 0

File Description Document
Details of Collaborative activities with institutions/industries for
research, Faculty exchange, Student exchange/ internship View Document

3.5.2 Number of functional MoUs with institutions, other universities, industries, corporate houses etc. during the
last five years

Answer: 0

3.5.2.1 Number of functional MoUs with Institutions of national, international importance, other universities,
industries, corporate houses etc. year-wise during the last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 0 0 0 0

File Description Document

e-Copies of the MoUs with institution/ industry/corporate houses View Document

4.Infrastructure and Learning Resources
4.1 Physical Facilities
4.1.1 The Institution has adequate infrastructure and physical facilities for teaching- learning. viz., classrooms,
laboratories, computing equipment etc.

Answer: 

The college has adequate classrooms, laboratories and computing facilities for teaching-learning activities.The
college has got good infrastructure which includes 26 classrooms and 1 seminar hall. The process of Infrastructure
expansion is in progress. The college has a good Computer lab with 40 computers and also has satisfactory furniture
for the comfort of the students. The computer lab is also used for Tele-education programme for the students.
EDUSAT facility by the government of Karnataka in meeting various academic subject related needs has been
facilitating both students and teachers. The lab is equipped with a Projector and screen (DLP). The Computer lab has
also got BSNL broadband connection. The college systematically executes its academic activities in 2 buildings. The
college has Ventilated classrooms and Toilet facilities for Male and Female students. The Campus houses ICT
enabled seminar hall and Classrooms.The College has also got CCTV’s installed in both the floors and classrooms
also from the security point of view.

The college also has a well established Physics laboratory with all experiment equipment available for the students.

The college has got good library facility that meets the learning needs of the students. The students can make use of
large number of text books and reference books available for them. The college has a good number of text books and
various reference books.  The library also has large number of magazines for the readers.The College has already
received the Smart class equipment. Shortly the college will have more number of classes with DLP and smart
classes will also be introduced.

The college provides filtered drinking water facility and has an Overhead water tank as well. The college has got a
sufficient parking area outside the campus. Vast area is available for playground. There is big ground in front of the
college and its use is need based. To conduct regular assembly, we have a wide platform.

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.5.1_1607664614_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/3.5.2_1607664660_5456.xlsx
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4.1.2 The Institution has adequate facilities for cultural activities, sports, games (indoor, outdoor), gymnasium, yoga
centre etc.

Answer: 

Though the college does not have a physical education director the Sports activities are very actively and timely
conducted in our college as most of the faculties are active sportsmen who conduct various events for the students
such as Chess competitions, Badminton, Carom, cricket, and at the same time the college conducts Athletics also for
the students in which our students participate in Runinng, relays and KHO-KHO. The students are active participants
in sports and voluntarily come forward as and when the events are conducted. The college houses a ball badminton
court in the campus itself. The college also possess badminton rackets, cricket kits and other sports material used by
the students. The College also picks up performing sportsmen and takes them to Gulbarga University for participation
in University level sports.

The college has got a cultural committee which actively conducts all National festivals and Jayanti’s . The committee
also arranges for special lectures on Swami Vivekanand jayanti and Dr. Babasaheb  Ambedkar Jayanti and during
other national festivals. The Cultural committee also conducts Annual day function on a grand scale where students
take part in dance competitions, Elocutions, Essay competitions, Solo and group events Dramas plays etc. The
students actively participate in cultural events and the winners in various competitions are felicitated by presenting
them with a memo of appreciation and a certificate

4.1.3 Percentage of classrooms and seminar halls with ICT- enabled facilities such as smart class, LMS, etc. (Data
for the latest completed academic year)

Answer: 11.54

4.1.3.1 Number of classrooms and seminar halls with ICT facilities

Answer: 3
File Description Document

Upload Number of classrooms and seminar halls with ICT
enabled facilities (Data Template) View Document

4.1.4 Average percentage of expenditure, excluding salary for infrastructure augmentation during last five
years(INR in Lakhs)

Answer: 159.2

4.1.4.1 Expenditure for infrastructure augmentation, excluding salary year-wise during last five years (INR in
lakhs)

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
1.24 2.80 0.93 0 2.99

File Description Document
Upload Details of budget allocation, excluding salary during the
last five years (Data Template) View Document

Upload audited utilization statements View Document

4.2 Library as a Learning Resource
4.2.1 Library is automated using Integrated Library Management System (ILMS)

Answer: 

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/4.1.3_1615470068_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/4.1.4_1607581896_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/4.1.4_1610169290_5456.pdf
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The college has more than 10000 books and good collection of reference books and magazines kept open for
the students. The Automation of the library is an important agenda for the college. The college will be
undertaking all necessary steps for library automation and bar coding of the books that has become an
essentiality for the Higher education institutes and it will also help us make effective use of technology in
Administration and will save time as compared to manual process. The college has given access to Electronic
journals, also known as ejournals, e-journals, and electronic serials, are scholarly journals or intellectual
magazines that can be accessed via electronic transmission.

File Description Document

Paste link for Additional Information View Document

4.2.2 The institution has subscription for the following  e-resources

1. e-journals
2. e-ShodhSindhu
3. Shodhganga Membership
4. e-books
5. Databases
6. Remote access to e-resources

Answer: D. Any 1 of the above

File Description Document
Details of subscriptions like e-journals, e-ShodhSindhu,
Shodhganga Membership , Remote access to library resources,
Web interface etc (Data Template)

View Document

4.2.3 Average annual expenditure for purchase of books/e-books and subscription to journals/e- journals during the
last five years (INR in Lakhs)

Answer: 0.56

4.2.3.1 Annual expenditure of purchase of books/e-books and subscription to journals/e- journals year wise
during last five years (INR in Lakhs)

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0.51 0.80 0.50 0 1

File Description Document
Details of annual expenditure for purchase of books/e-books and
journals/e- journals during the last five years (Data Template) View Document

Audited statements of accounts View Document

4.2.4 Percentage per day usage of library by teachers and students ( foot falls and login data for online access)
during the last completed academic year

Answer: 0.53

4.2.4.1 Number of teachers and students using library per day over last one year

Answer: 5
4.3 IT Infrastructure
4.3.1 Institution frequently updates its IT facilities including Wi-Fi

Answer: 

https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/RESEARCH-PAPERS
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/4.2.2_1607582736_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/4.2.3_1607583840_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/4.2.3_1610169318_5456.pdf
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Information technology plays a prominent role in promoting and improving the quality of teaching learning. The
faculty of Computer science takes care of the IT needs of the college. The college has got a BSNL broadband
connection . The college has made a separate room for Internet that can used by the students. The college has also
newly bought wifi- dongles that can be used in connecting with internet using mobile internet also. Our staff
members have been provided with laptops to effectively make use of IT infrastructure and the students are also given
free laptop facility. Once the network issues are resolved in the region the college aims at installation of Wi-fi routers
and make our campus wi-fi zone. Our college IT co-ordinator ensures effective use and maintenance of IT
infrastructure. The college has got sufficient number of laser printers and also has a colour printer. The college office
also has a Xerox machine and our office computers have UPS connected for power backup. The college in the years
to come wishes to do much more in terms of technical infrastructure development that can facilitate better teaching
learning. The college regularly updates the windows operating system in all its computers so as to enable the students
to be updated with latest OS and also application software’s.The college has at present installed a new 50mpbs BSNL
internet connection with LAN facility. 

4.3.2 Student - Computer ratio (Data for the latest completed academic year)

Answer: 18.74

File Description Document

Student – computer ratio View Document

4.3.3 Bandwidth of internet connection in the Institution

Answer: B. 30 MBPS – 50 MBPS

File Description Document

Upload any additional Information View Document

Details of available bandwidth of internet connection in the
Institution View Document

4.4 Maintenance of Campus Infrastructure
4.4.1 Average percentage of expenditure incurred on maintenance of infrastructure (physical and academic support
facilities) excluding salary component during the last five years(INR in Lakhs)

Answer: 0

4.4.1.1 Expenditure incurred on maintenance of infrastructure (physical facilities and academic support
facilities) excluding salary component year-wise  during the last five years (INR in lakhs)

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 0 0 0 0

File Description Document
Details about assigned budget and expenditure on physical
facilities and academic support facilities (Data Templates) View Document

Audited statements of accounts View Document

4.4.2 There are established systems and procedures for maintaining and utilizing physical, academic and support
facilities - laboratory, library, sports complex, computers, classrooms etc.

Answer: 

Our college has experienced good infrastructure improvements in the last five years however the maintenance of
infrastructure continues to remain a challenge for us. There are established procedures and systems in place for
maintaining and utilizing the physical infrastructure in the college. The responsibility of taking care of the college
land, its related documents, extracts etc. has been entrusted to the Non teaching staff members. However, to oversee

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/4.3.2_1607930531_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/4.3.3_1615470911_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/4.3.3_1615470807_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/4.4.1_1607584629_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/4.4.1_1610169357_5456.pdf
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the maintenance of buildings, classrooms, library, computers, laboratories etc. is entrusted with the principal who
along with other faculty members and administrative staff constantly monitors it. After approval of MA in Kannada
course the college has started the construction of New building which will be used exclusively for PG departments
and also a function hall is being constructed. The college is going to have a remarkable infrastructure in just a couple
of years. The minor repairs and maintenance is taken care of by utilization the funds of CDF and the work is
supervised by the Principal himself. The college NSS unit plays an important role in maintain cleanliness and
greenery in the campus. The unit frequently takes up cleaning drives and ensures that the campus remains clean and
green. In case of physical facilities like building, etc, maintenance like electricity bill, water bill etc are met by the
college from the grants allotted by Karnataka state government.

The college has hosted in the website its established systems and procedures for maintaining and utilizing physical,
academic and support facilities - laboratory, library, sports complex, computers, classrooms etc.

File Description Document

Paste link for additional information View Document

5.Student Support and Progression
5.1 Student Support
5.1.1 Average percentage of students benefited by scholarships and freeships provided by the Government during last
five years

Answer: 42.08

5.1.1.1 Number of students benefited by scholarships and freeships provided by the Government year-wise
during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
832 302 317 67 78

File Description Document
upload self attested letter with the list of students sanctioned
scholarship View Document

Upload any additional information Average percentage of
students benefited by scholarships and freeships provided by the
Government during the last five years (Data Template)

View Document

5.1.2 Average percentage of students benefitted by scholarships, freeships etc. provided by the institution / non-
government agencies during the last five years

Answer: 0.71

5.1.2.1 Total number of students benefited by scholarships, freeships, etc provided by the institution / non-
government agencies year-wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 0 7 0 16

File Description Document

Upload any additional information View Document

Number of students benefited by scholarships and freeships
institution / non- government agencies in last 5 years (Date
Template)

View Document

https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/GenericDocHandler/316-1b98df88-24be-41a7-831d-ec10c90400b6.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.1.1_1607934115_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.1.1_1607934130_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.1.2_1607791643_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.1.2_1607934149_5456.xlsx
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5.1.3 Capacity building and skills enhancement initiatives  taken by the institution include the following

1. Soft skills
2. Language and communication skills
3. Life skills (Yoga, physical fitness, health and hygiene)
4. ICT/computing  skills

Answer: B. 3 of the above

File Description Document
Details of capability building and skills enhancement initiatives
(Data Template) View Document

5.1.4 Average percentage of students benefitted by guidance for competitive examinations and career counselling
offered by the Institution during the last five years

Answer: 13.82

5.1.4.1 Number of students benefitted by guidance for competitive examinations and career counselling offered
by the institution  year wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 48 353 0 0

File Description Document
Number of students benefited by guidance for competitive
examinations and career counselling during the last five years View Document

5.1.5 The Institution has a transparent mechanism for timely redressal of student grievances including sexual
harassment and ragging cases

1. Implementation of guidelines of statutory/regulatory bodies
2. Organisation wide awareness and undertakings on policies with zero tolerance
3. Mechanisms for submission of  online/offline students’ grievances
4. Timely redressal of the  grievances through appropriate committees

 

Answer: C. 2 of the above

File Description Document

Upload any additional information View Document

Minutes of the meetings of student redressal committee,
prevention of sexual harassment committee and Anti Ragging
committee

View Document

Details of student grievances including sexual harassment and
ragging cases View Document

5.2 Student Progression
5.2.1 Average percentage of placement of outgoing students during the last five years

Answer: 0

5.2.1.1 Number of outgoing students placed year - wise during the last five years.

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.1.3_1607784642_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.1.4_1607785275_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.1.5_1607785613_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.1.5_1607927221_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.1.5_1607938576_5456.pdf
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0 0 0 0 0
File Description Document

Details of student placement during the last five years (Data
Template) View Document

5.2.2 Average percentage of students progressing to higher education during the last five years 

Answer: 66.92

5.2.2.1 Number of outgoing student progression to higher education during last five years

Answer: 87
File Description Document

Details of student progression to higher education (Data
Template) View Document

5.2.3 Average percentage of students qualifying in state/national/ international level examinations during the last
five years (eg: IIT-JAM/CLAT/ NET/SLET/GATE/ GMAT/CAT/GRE/ TOEFL/ Civil Services/State government
examinations, etc.)

Answer: 80

5.2.3.1 Number of students qualifying in state/ national/ international level examinations (eg: IIT/JAM/ NET/
SLET/ GATE/ GMAT/CAT/GRE/ TOEFL/ Civil Services/ State government examinations, etc.)) year-wise
during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 1 1 6 7
5.2.3.2 Number of students appearing in state/ national/ international level examinations (eg: JAM/CLAT/NET/
SLET/ GATE/ GMAT/CAT,GRE/ TOFEL/ Civil Services/ State government examinations) year-wise during last
five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 1 1 6 7

File Description Document

Upload supporting data for the same View Document

Number of students qualifying in state/ national/ international
level examinations during the last five years (Data Template) View Document

Any additional information View Document

5.3 Student Participation and Activities
5.3.1 Number of awards/medals won by students for outstanding performance in sports/cultural activities at inter-
university/state/national / international level (award for a team event should be counted as one) during the last five
years.

Answer: 7

5.3.1.1 Number of awards/medals for outstanding performance in sports/cultural activities at
university/state/national / international level (award for a team event should be counted as one) year-wise during
the last five years.

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.2.1_1607785746_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.2.2_1610795499_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.2.3_1608298758_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.2.3_1607786113_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.2.3_1615472235_5456.pdf
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Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 1 2 3 1

File Description Document
Number of awards/medals for outstanding performance in
sports/cultural activities at university/state/ national/international
level during the last five year

View Document

e-copies of award letters and certificates View Document

5.3.2 Institution facilitates students’ representation and engagement  in various administrative,  co-curricular and
extracurricular activities following duly established processes and norms (student council, students representation
on various bodies)

Answer: 

The college promotes a practice of Inclusiveness to help develop better institution stakeholder relationship. The
students elect a class representative democratically. The students are actively involved in institutional activities
enthusiastically. The conduct of academic and administrative activates are student friendly. The college also appoints
one student secretary to the College development committee who works as student secretary and represents the
various issues of the student and also acts as an active member of developmental activities in the campus. The college
each year conducts sports and cultural events which are planned in consultation with the students. The college
conducts Daily Assembly, Every day, the students of the institution get assembled in the ground and sing the state
Nadageeta and National anthem. Each student a day reads news headlines from two national newspapers in the
morning assembly session so as to keep all the students updated about current affairs. The students also facilitate the
teachers in conduct of tests, seminar and assignments. The success of all extracurricular activities entirely depends on
the active participation on students; our students have actively donated blood during the blood donation camp
organized by Red cross wing and are also actively involved in campus cleaning drives. The college exclusively
conducts an orientation programme for first year students to make them familiar with college infrastructure. The
college aims at involving the students as major stakeholders so as to achieve excellence in administrative and
academic activities

 

5.3.3 Average number of sports and cultural events/competitions in which students of the Institution participated
during last five years (organised by the institution/other institutions)

Answer: 15

5.3.3.1 Number of sports and cultural events/competitions in which students of the Institution participated year-
wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
15 15 15 15 15

File Description Document

Report of the event View Document

Number of sports and cultural events/competitions in which
students of the Institution participated during last five years
(organised by the institution/other institutions (Data Template)

View Document

5.4 Alumni Engagement
5.4.1 There is a registered Alumni Association that contributes significantly to the development of the institution
through financial and/or other support services

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.3.1_1608298844_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.3.1_1607786571_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.3.3_1608008092_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/5.3.3_1607927322_5456.xlsx
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Answer: 

The college has an Alumni association which every year attends the meetings organized in the campus. The Alumni
give their valuable suggestions for the improvement of college academic, infrastructure and administrative activities.
The college in the days to come aims at registering the alumni association. Some our alumni extend help to the
college in non financial terms such as helping us with minor repairs in building and other such relevant support.
Some alumni members have also donated cooking utensils for NSS and some of them have generously sponsored
food for the NSS volunteers during the camps. Our alumni also take part in the NSS camps when we visit the nearby
villages; they join hands with our students and work voluntarily for the service to mankind and society. Our Alumni
have a very good rapport with the institution and the coordinator. The college in the days to come wishes to have a
stronger and a vision oriented alumni association and also improve our network with the alumni located in different
parts of the country by creating a social networking page on social networking sites.

 

5.4.2 Alumni contribution during the last five years (INR in lakhs)

Answer: E. <1 Lakhs

6.Governance, Leadership and Management
6.1 Institutional Vision and Leadership
6.1.1 The governance of the institution is reflective of and in tune with the vision and mission of the institution

Answer: 

The institution college is serving at its best for empowering rural background students. It is the oldest college located
in the town connected with many nearby villages. It offers both UG and PG programs in different courses with
different combinations. To become a centre of excellence the college in imparting quality and need based education
catering to the needs of rural based students. In order to bring out the best out of the students in Academics, cultural
activities, sports and other co-curricular and extra-curricular activities the institution promotes various activities.  A
Platform is provided for the students to exhibit their talents and creative thoughts. Social oriented and community
based activities are held regularly and students are encouraged to participate in the same. Teachers assign
responsibility of organizing and managing the events in order to bring out the leadership qualities within the students.
The college has basically its vision mission and goals considering the rural atmosphere and needs of first generation
learners.

File Description Document

Paste link for additional information View Document

6.1.2 The effective leadership is visible in various institutional practices such as decentralization and participative
management

Answer: 

The college practices decentralization and participative management by formation of college level committees and
assignment of work to different committee members. Each committee is headed by a co-ordinator and few members
under the chairmanship of the principal. Regular meetings of the principal with staff members are conducted and also
the involvement of  administrative staff, students, alumni, parents, College Development Council reflect micro level
and macro-level participatory management.

 

The important committees are:

Admission committee
Timetable committee

Attendance committee
Examination committee

https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/Mission-Vision-and-Goals
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NAAC/IQAC committee
Cultural committee
Sports committee
NSS committee
Placement Cell
Youth Red cross committee
Anti-sexual harassment committee
Disciplinary and anti-raging Cell
College magazine committee
SC-ST scholarship committee
Alumni Association
Parent Association.
College development committee

Each of the committees conducts various activities with the support of other staff and students. Apart from the above
committees the college has also installed a suggestion box in the campus for the suggestion of the students and it
monitored directly by the principal.

6.2 Strategy Development and Deployment
6.2.1 The institutional Strategic / Perspective plan is effectively deployed

Answer: 

The college conducts meetings regularly and discusses on the immediate and future requirements of the institution.
The college since 1991 only offered UG courses but in 2017 positive measures were undertaken and the Principal and
staff together planned to make the institute a PG and also a research centre. The college was successful in getting the
approval from the University and hence in the year 2018-19 onwards the college commenced with MA in Kannada
course. In the year 2019-20 the college commenced with MA in Sociology. The college also aims to start PG courses
across all disciplines and necessary planning and steps have been initiated towards the same. The college is also
gearing up with a strong infrastructure to meet the requirements of new upcoming PG courses which may be
approved shortly by the University. The Principal in most of the staff meetings always stressed on effective use of
ICT and however from 2017-18 we have observed a sharp increase in faculties making use of ICT for effective
Teaching learning purpose.

6.2.2 The functioning of the institutional bodies is effective and efficient as visible from policies, administrative
setup, appointment and service rules, procedures, etc.

Answer: 

Our College is a Government aided institution which is purely and totally governed by the Rules and regulations
framed by the Government of Karnataka. Principal works as an administrative head of the institution and he is
supported by both the teaching and non teaching staff in successful execution of administrative activities at the
institutional level. The college office has a Superintendent, Second division and a typist who takes care of office
administration. The principal takes assistance from the Heads of various departments and also other teaching staff
members for effective implementation of Academic, administrative activities and financial matters as well. The
college believes in the policy of transparency in administration. The Permanent teaching staff is appointed by the
Government of Karnataka through Written exams strictly following the guidelines of Karnataka state civil service
rules and also the guidelines of UGC from time to time. The Non teaching staffs are also appointed by following the
KCSR rules by the government of Karnataka. Both the teaching and Non teaching staff of the college are regulated
by the government rules amended from time to time. A separate College Development Committee (CDC) headed by
the local MLA is there to give important suggestions and support for the development of the college. The members of
CDC are from different sectors including the student representatives, the Superintendent and the principal of the
college.The Department is Governed by the Principal Secretary of Higher education and The Commissioner of
Collegiate Education who take various administrative decisions relating to the functioning of the Department.
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File Description Document

Link to Organogram of the Institution webpage View Document

6.2.3 Implementation of e-governance in areas of operation

1. Administration
2. Finance and Accounts
3. Student Admission and Support
4. Examination

Answer: A. All of the above

File Description Document

Screen shots of user interfaces View Document

Details of implementation of e-governance in areas of operation,
Administration etc View Document

6.3 Faculty Empowerment Strategies
6.3.1 The institution has effective welfare measures for teaching and non-teaching staff

Answer: 

There are various welfare schemes for teaching and non-teaching staff in the college. These facilities are provided by
the institution through the Department of Collegiate Education, Government of Karnataka. The list of existing
welfare measures for the teaching and non-teaching staff have been stated below.

 

S.I No Name of the Welfare Scheme Teaching and Non teaching Staff
1 Pension/NPS For all
2 Family pension For all
3 Gratuity For all
4 Compassionate Appointments For all
5 Group Insurance For all
6 Medical Reimbursement For all
7 Festival advance For all
8 Maternal leave For Eligible ladies staff
9 Paternal leave For eligible staff
10 Benefits for small family norms For eligible staff
11 Career advancement schemes Teaching staff
12 Bicycle loan For all
13 KGID loans For all

 

The government apart from the above benefits provides HRA as part of salary .To motivate those faculty with higher
qualification such Ph.D. are extended monetary and career advancement benefits by the government.

6.3.2 Average percentage of teachers provided with financial support to attend conferences/workshops and towards
membership fee of professional bodies during the last five years

Answer: 0

6.3.2.1 Number of teachers provided with financial support to attend conferences/workshops and towards
membership fee of professional bodies year wise during the last five years

https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/GenericDocHandler/316-42815001-6a84-4607-8fff-0278a3d5555d.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/6.2.3_1607576165_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/6.2.3_1607576112_5456.xlsx
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Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 0 0 0 0

File Description Document
Details of teachers provided with financial support to attend
conference, workshops etc during the last five years View Document

6.3.3 Average number of professional development /administrative training programs organized by the institution for
teaching and non teaching staff during the last five years

Answer: 0

6.3.3.1 Total number of professional development /administrative training Programmes organized by the
institution for teaching and non teaching staff year-wise during the last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 0 0 0 0

File Description Document
Details of professional development / administrative training
Programmes organized by the University for teaching and non
teaching staff

View Document

6.3.4 Average percentage of teachers undergoing online/ face-to-face  Faculty Development Programmes
(FDP)during the last five years (Professional Development Programmes, Orientation / Induction Programmes,
Refresher Course, Short Term Course ).

Answer: 50

6.3.4.1 Total number of teachers attending professional development Programmes viz., Orientation / Induction
Programme, Refresher Course, Short Term Course year-wise during the last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
13 10 7 0 4

File Description Document

Upload any additional information View Document

Details of teachers attending professional development
programmes during the last five years View Document

6.3.5 Institutions Performance Appraisal System for teaching and non-teaching staff

Answer: 

There are systems evolved for regular performance appraisal of both teaching and non-teaching staff in the college
for mutual benefits of teachers, students and for the institution as a whole. Faculty members are subjected to an
appraisal of teaching abilities and expertise by way of students feedback designed by the Internal Quality Assurance
Cell, self-appraisal by the faculty, appraisal by external experts of Gulbarga University under carrier advancement
scheme (API) and submission of yearly confidential report to the department through the principal. Similarly, non-
teaching staff members are also subjected to appraisal of their administrative functions by the principal and annual
submission of confidential report.. It is mandatory for the teaching staff to submit their annual self appraisal reports
that include the activities done and the achievements of the faculty in that year. The Principal in turn, personally
appraises the academic and administrative performance of each of the teaching and nonteaching staff members
respectively and submits the same with necessary comments to the immediate authority for necessary further action.

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/6.3.2_1607576310_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/6.3.3_1607576463_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/6.3.4_1607589190_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/6.3.4_1607589151_5456.xlsx
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The process of Performance appraisal is strictly done every year and the same has to be submitted before 31st of
March every year.

6.4 Financial Management and Resource Mobilization
6.4.1 Institution conducts internal and external financial audits regularly

Answer: 

The faculty members of the college conduct annual internal audit where they make a complete report of inter-
departmental stock verification. The internal stock verification committees are prepared separately for Computer labs,
Science labs classrooms and other infrastructure. The committee after physical verification all necessary physical
assets submit a stock verification report to the principal. This is done on yearly basis. The Regional Joint director also
sometimes pays surprise visits for regular checks. All the stock verification reports are properly documented.

The external audit is undertaken by the Office of the Principal Accountant General, Govt of Karnataka, Bangalore
and by the Department of Collegiate Education. In case of objections suitable replies are provided and forwarded to
the AG office.

The college submits its budgetary requirements yearly and accordingly the institution receives the budget for
different purposes. A utilization certificate is submitted to the Department of collegiate education. The department
conducts audit as per the departmental schedule.

6.4.2 Funds / Grants received from non-government bodies, individuals, philanthropers during the last five years
(not covered in Criterion III)

Answer: 0

6.4.2.1 Total Grants received from non-government bodies, individuals, Philanthropers year wise during the last five
years (INR in Lakhs)

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
0 0 0 0 0

File Description Document
Details of Funds / Grants received from of the non-government
bodies, individuals, Philanthropers during the last five years View Document

6.4.3 Institutional strategies for mobilisation of funds and the optimal utilisation of resources

Answer: 

Our college being a Government institution totally depends of the grants provided by the government of Karnataka
for both development and maintenance of infrastructure. Our college however has received grants for infrastructure
expansion and shortly our college is going to have a separate PG building. The funds provided by the government are
utilized in the best possible way so as to build an excellent and need based infrastructure. The college is also going to
have a new auditorium with a better seating capacity compared to the existing one. The MLA of our constituency has
also assured complete support for digging a new borewell and solve the water problem in the campus. The college
also receives grants for purchase of Science and Computer lab consumables which is effectively utilized by the
college. The college receives separate grants for library and the same is efficiently utilized in purchasing the books as
suggested by the concerned HOD’s. IQAC of the college in the years to come is planning to draft the strategies in
order to raise funds from non-government bodies, individuals and Philanthropists with an intention of providing a
better learning atmosphere for the students.

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/6.4.2_1607577810_5456.xlsx
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6.5 Internal Quality Assurance System
6.5.1 Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) has contributed significantly for institutionalizing the quality
assurance strategies and processes

Answer: 

The IQAC has always been a backbone of our institution. It strives and ensures that better and better standards are
maintained in the institution both academically and from administration point of view. The IQAC basically plans and
executes its activities which are student centric and helps in holistic development of students across all programmes.
The IQAC in order to support our rural students organizes special lectures in the campus. It also works in close
association with the NSS unit and ensures various community based programmes are conducted on regular basis. The
IQAC through a system of feedback tries to bring in necessary changes that are essential for the satisfaction of the
stakeholders. The IQAC though faces many challenges but always works in the interest of the students considering
our students as first generation learners. The IQAC also tries to come up with new ideas such as open air reading
room with an intention creating an interesting a new learning environment for the students. The IQAC under the
chairmanship of the principal regular checks the suggestion box installed at the entrance of the college. The IQAC
has also motivated various departments to conduct study and industrial tours. IQAC has always concentrated on the
feedback system but however the poor response ratio has always been a challenge faced each year. In the years to
come the IQAC aims at collection of digital feedback from all stakeholders with an intention of extending the
outreach. The IQAC motivates the staff members to indulge in research oriented activities and also take part in
workshops and seminars. The IQAC aims to bring the college under the purview of 2(f) and 12B of the UGC so that
in the years to come our staff members can get research projects from UGC.

6.5.2 The institution reviews its teaching learning process, structures & methodologies of operations and learning
outcomes at periodic intervals through IQAC set up as per norms and recorded the incremental improvement in
various activities

( For first cycle  - Incremental improvements made for the preceding five years with regard to quality

For  second and subsequent cycles  - Incremental improvements made for the preceding five years with regard to
quality and post accreditation quality initiatives   )  

Answer: 

The IQAC periodically reviews the advanced teaching methods adopted by the faculties. Teachers from past few
years have started using ICT as an effective teaching learning tool. The IQAC gives utmost importance to Feedback
mechanism .The feedback from the students is collected annually and an analysis report is prepared and uploaded on
the college website. The IQAC reviews the learning process of students through conduct of regular internal tests,
weekly class tests, seminars and assignments. Every year after the University announces the results the IQAC
prepares the result analysis and makes a comparative study of the student’s performance in the current year and
previous year. This facilitates the IQAC to identify the advanced and slow learners. The students with good results
are appreciated and given additional books as and when required from departmental heads and the majority of our
students who are basically slow learners are motivated to work harder and do better in the near examinations.

2. The IQAC acts as a motivator for various departments and helps them in conduct of various academic, cultural,
administrative and community based activities. The IQAC had also proposed for a Computer room for students with
Internet facility and the same has been set up and is open for the students. Apart from the above mentioned activities
the IQAC also reviews the progress of works done under various internal committees. The college at present has a
BSNL broadband and in the years to come it aims to install a WI-FI rooter and make the campus WI-FI enabled for
the students which will help the institution to achieve greater heights in learning. The Physics and computer lab of the
college is constantly monitored by the IQAC so as to fulfil the requirements of consumables and other equipments to
provide a better learning experience for students of Science stream.

6.5.3 Quality assurance initiatives of the institution include:

1. Regular meeting of Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC); Feedback collected, analysed and used for
improvements

2. Collaborative quality intitiatives with other institution(s)
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3. Participation in NIRF
4. any other quality audit recognized by state, national or international agencies (ISO Certification, NBA)

Answer: C. 2 of the above

File Description Document

Upload e-copies of the accreditations and certifications View Document

Upload details of Quality assurance initiatives of the institution View Document

Upload any additional information View Document

Paste web link of Annual reports of Institution View Document

7.Institutional Values and Best Practices
7.1 Institutional Values and Social Responsibilities
7.1.1 Measures initiated by the Institution for the promotion of gender equity during the last five years.

Answer: 

The college has got an active Anti-ragging and sexual harassment cell which has got its policies to look into matters
if such cases are reported. However we are fortunate enough as we have not received any such complaints so far in
the campus. The college provides a conducive learning environment for the students. Our campus has CCTV;s
installed in all floors and classrooms which is monitored by the principal in his chamber. Strict measures are initiated
to enhance the security measures in the college. Students and staff members have been provided with identification
cards to be worn by them in the college premises for easy identification. All the study tours organized by the college
will be under the strict supervision of two senior faculties of the college considering the safety and security of
students. The college has got a career guidance and placement cell which conducts lectures for the students of final
year on topics such as importance of Civil service exams and gives basic aptitude training for SDA/FDA exams and
also notifies the students in case of recruitment notifications. The girl students are motivated to take up competitive
exams so that women participate more and more in service to society and be at par with the male candidates.  The
college conducted special workshop for female students on Women hygiene where district red cross wing members
addressed the students. The college also regularly conducts Aids awareness lectures for the students where the
experts in the field address the students and create awareness among students regarding HIV. The college has got a
ladies room, separate ladies toilet with disposable bags.

File Description Document
Link for specific facilities provided for women in terms of: a.
Safety and security b. Counselling c. Common Rooms d. Day
care center for young children e. Any other relevant information

View Document

7.1.2 The Institution has facilities for alternate sources of energy and energy conservation measures  

1. Solar energy            
2. Biogas plant
3. Wheeling to the Grid  
4. Sensor-based energy conservation
5. Use of LED bulbs/ power efficient equipment 

Answer: C. 2 of the above

File Description Document

Geotagged Photographs View Document

7.1.3 Describe the facilities in the Institution for the management of the following types of degradable and non-
degradable waste (within 500 words)

Solid waste management
Liquid waste management
Biomedical waste management
E-waste  management

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/6.5.3_1608277149_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/6.5.3_1607579564_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/6.5.3_1607926907_5456.pdf
https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/NIRF-DATA
https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/GenericDocHandler/316-e3f2ad45-af22-4d88-ad78-fc259ffac55e.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/7.1.2_1615558442_5456.jpeg
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Waste recycling system
Hazardous chemicals and radioactive waste management

Answer: 

The college effectively manages its solid waste generated by all sorts of routine activities that include Paper, Plastic,
food etc is properly cleaned and segregated by our House keeping employees across both the buildings and floors.
The college in all the classrooms has placed dustbins and also in convenient places in corridors for the convenience
of both staff and students thereby ensuring a clean college campus. The waste segregated is collected regularly by the
town council employees.

No liquid waste is generated in the college campus.

Whatever E-waste is collected is disposed off by calling in scrap merchants for recycling purposes. The non
functional computers and other electric devices are repaired and maintained from outside local service centres. For
batteries used for backup are properly charged and maintained by local servicemen.

The colleges ensures maximum hygienic working conditions in the campus and also has declared our campus as
plastic free zone. The college encourages its students for avoiding the use of plastics, cans and sensitizes the girl
students regarding proper disposal of sanitary napkins in the Ladies rooms.

7.1.4 Water conservation facilities available in the Institution:

1. Rain water harvesting
2. Borewell /Open well recharge
3. Construction of tanks and bunds
4. Waste water recycling
5. Maintenance of water bodies and distribution system in the campus

Answer: B. 3 of the above

File Description Document

Geotagged photographs / videos of the facilities View Document

7.1.5 Green campus initiatives include:

1. Restricted entry of automobiles 
2. Use of Bicycles/ Battery powered vehicles
3. Pedestrian Friendly  pathways
4. Ban on use of Plastic
5. landscaping with trees and plants

Answer: B. 3 of the above

File Description Document
Various policy documents / decisions circulated for
implementation View Document

Geotagged photos / videos of the facilities View Document

7.1.6 Quality audits on environment and energy regularly undertaken by the Institution and any awards received for
such green campus initiatives:

1. Green audit
2. Energy audit
3. Environment audit
4. Clean and green campus recognitions / awards
5. Beyond the campus environmental promotion activities 

Answer: D.1 of the above

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/7.1.4_1610265552_5456.jpeg
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/7.1.5_1607756672_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/7.1.5_1607757489_5456.jpeg
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File Description Document

Any other relevant information View Document

7.1.7 The Institution has disabled-friendly,  barrier free environment

1. Built environment with ramps/lifts for easy access to classrooms.
2. Disabled-friendly washrooms
3. Signage including tactile path, lights, display boards and signposts
4. Assistive technology and facilities for persons with disabilities ( Divyangjan) accessible website, screen-reading

software, mechanized equipment
5. Provision for enquiry and  information : Human assistance, reader, scribe, soft copies of reading material,

screen reading

Answer: C. 2 of the above

File Description Document
Policy documents and information brochures on the support to be
provided View Document

Geotagged photographs / videos of the facilities View Document

7.1.8 Describe the Institutional efforts/initiatives in providing an inclusive environment i.e., tolerance and harmony
towards cultural, regional, linguistic, communal socioeconomic and other diversities (within 500 words).

Answer: 

The college celebrates all National festivals and Jayanti;s in the campus with the sole intention of promoting
Harmony amongst the students of all cultural backgrounds. Most of the students admitted in the college are from
OBC, SC/ST community. The college has taken up the task of providing education for people coming from most
backward cultural backgrounds. Each of the student is equally important to us and we strongly believe in the policy
of uplifting the downtrodden. The colleges always believes in the policy of Holistic development of each and every
student irrespective of caste, creed, economical condition and cultural background he/she comes from. The college
has schemes such as book bank facility for SC/ST students and scholarships form government every year. The
Hyderabad Karnataka region where the college is located is known for communal harmony.

The college believes in Unity in diversity and all the staff and students visit each other houses during festivals and
understand the rich culture and diversity which is the soul of India

File Description Document
Link for supporting documents on the information provided (as
reflected in the administrative and academic activities of the
Institution)

View Document

7.1.9 Sensitization of students and employees of the Institution to the constitutional obligations: values, rights, duties
and responsibilities of citizens (within 500 words).

Answer: 

Our institution takes all possible initiatives in organizing various events and programmes for moulding the students
and staff to become responsible citizens of the country by sensitizing them to the constitution of the country. As
responsible citizens of the country the students are motivated to take part in various activities of the college. The
college encourages the students to take part in blood donation camps, study tours for them that make them understand
the importance of protecting the cultural heritage of the country. The college has also conducted special lectures on
Move towards constitution where subject experts enlightened the students about importance of the Indian constitution
and how we must work in the direction of saving our constitution, .Dr Advesh narrated the fundamental rights,
Duties, Values and responsibilities of citizens as mentioned in Constitution of India. He appealed to all the staff and
students to remember the struggle of freedom and respect the National Flag and National Anthem The special
lectures also focus on enlightening the students about their rights and duties being the responsible citizens of the
country. Singing of national anthem in the campus every day so as to bring a feeling of patriotism among all is
practiced. The students also being the responsible citizens take many community services and provide services to
mankind and society.

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/7.1.6_1607925909_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/7.1.7_1607752917_5456.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/7.1.7_1607757899_5456.jpeg
https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/GenericDocHandler/316-e80ef6f3-c3b3-4967-991a-547bafae2905.pdf
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The students have taken up many cleanliness drives both inside the campus and nearby villages considering it as a
responsibility of every citizen. The students have also taken up Plantation drives to provide a clean and green
environment for all. Swachh Bharat Abhiyan has also been an important initiative taken up by the college where we
have organized an awareness rally for the students and took a tour in entire town to create awareness among all. The
college has also conducted a Voter awareness programme for all the students and were sensitized about their
constitutional powers of voting.

Our students across all UG courses study constitution of India as a compulsory paper which sensitizes the students
about constitutional obligations. Every year Republic day is Celebrated on 26th Jan by organizing activities
highlighting the importance of Indian Constitution.. Independence day is also celebrated each year to highlight the
struggle of freedom and the importance of Indian constitution.

File Description Document
Link for details of activities that inculcate values necessary to
render students in to responsible citizens View Document

7.1.10 The Institution has a prescribed code of conduct for students, teachers, administrators and other staff and
conducts periodic programmes in this regard.

1. The Code of Conduct is displayed on the website
2. There is a committee to monitor adherence to the Code of Conduct
3. Institution organizes professional ethics programmes for students, teachers, administrators and other staff
4. Annual awareness programmes on Code of Conduct are organized

Answer: D. 1 of the above

File Description Document

Code of ethics policy document View Document

7.1.11 Institution celebrates / organizes national and international commemorative days, events and festivals (within
500 words).

Answer: 

 

Our Institution Organizes National Festivals and Birth and Death Anniversaries of great Indian Personalities with
enthusiasm. For a better India our students are always come forward and participate in various such events breaking
the barriers of religion and caste. Every year our institute organizes the national festivals and birth / death
anniversaries of the great Indian personalities. Staff and students get to know the importance of national integrity in
the country in general and their role in it in particular.

The college celebrates without fail all important events such as

1. Independence day
2. Republic day
3. Dr BR Ambedkar jayanti
4. Swami Vivekanand jayanti
5. Gandhi Jayanti
6. Dr S Radhakrishnan birth anniversary

While celebrating each of the Jayanti’s the college organizes special lectures or events so as to enlighten the students
about the achievements of the above personalities and their way of life. The students are motivated to follow their
principles and becomes successful and responsible citizens of nation. One motto which our students are told to follow
is Service to Mankind and society which will surely make them live a satisfied and a service oriented life where they
serve the society and nation at large.

File Description Document

https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/GenericDocHandler/316-6a9f2c08-8bc2-4724-87f0-0e87d9cf87c3.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/7.1.10_1607753086_5456.pdf
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Link for Geotagged photographs of some of the events View Document
Link for Annual report of the celebrations and commemorative
events for the last five years View Document

7.2 Best Practices
7.2.1 Describe two best practices successfully implemented by the Institution as per NAAC format provided in the
Manual.

Answer: 

Best Practices of the College

Title of the practice:

1. Morning Assembly Session

Objective of the practice:

1. The morning assembly session brings all the staff and students together at one time and we all as a family pray
together and sing National Anthem and State Nada Geete. This brings in a feeling of patriotism and
belongingness amongst students. The Assembly session is also a platform to make important announcements
by the Principal. The Assembly session is also arranged on daily basis to inculcate a habit of strict discipline
and time management among students. An excellent activity that is followed every day is reading the
newspaper headlines by one student each day in front of the entire family of GFGC Gurumitkal assembled
together. The helps both the staff and students to be updated with current affairs and other important news .

 

Context

1. Teachers address the gather for about  10 minutes on various current issues and  moral obligatory aspects in
life.  We draw their attention towards the all-round development of their body, Soul and mind. Achievements of
both students and faculty members are highlighted during the assembly sessions. This encourages other to
achieve during the course of time. The colleges also proposes to change a practice where instead of reading
headlines from a Kannada newspaper the students must refer and read Deccan herald / Times of India
newspaper so as to have a better coverage of News and also helps each one of us to improve our command in
English language.

Practice

1. Conduct of morning assembly though is a common practice followed by almost all institutes but we have tried
to add a practice of Newspaper reading and sharing of important news among the students which is a value
addition. To expand this practice we aim to bring in new ideas such as reading Employment Rozgar Yojana
paper and informing the students of final year about employment opportunities available. The college basically
has first generation learners and therefore these kind of practices help them to match up with changing
educational environment

 

 

 

Evidence of Success

1. The practice has yielded good successful as the student arrive in time to the college to attend the assembly
session and with lot of interest hear the headlines read by their fellow students. This helped a few of our
students who have now become Policemen and government employees in various government departments.
The students follow a strict dress code in the assembly. The principal himself takes a walk and personally
checks for any indecency such as nails, haircuts which are strictly monitored by the Principal. The college
assembly inculcates a habit of discipline among the students. The students are also told about basic ethics to be
followed both inside and outside the campus. We have received encouraging feedback regarding this
programme. Teachers use this occasion as an opportunity to meet all the students to communicate new things
which are useful for their overall development. Students are also encouraged to express their views on different
things.

https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/GenericDocHandler/316-21de78b5-5c33-471b-886f-4963b08958f9.pdf
https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/GenericDocHandler/316-8a845c36-88e1-4ff8-b417-e8baa8c52983.pdf
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Problems encountered and resources needed

1. The college is located in Gurumitkal town which is recognized as a backward area in the region .Most of the
students comes from nearby villages and makes use of Bus facility. The students sometimes face difficulties in
getting the bus in time and because of very limited number of buses the students face difficulties due to
overcrowding in buses , hence they are late to the morning  assembly  session moreover the bus station is
located at 900 metres away from the campus. Only few students actively participate in the Morning assembly
events where as the other students always prefer being silent listeners as they lack confidence and have
inferiority issues. The students also have stage fear hence we are forced to repeatedly to call upon same
students again and again to conduct the assembly session every day.

Proper bus facility will help the students to reach the campus in time and regular conduct of class level activities will
surely help the students overcome stage fear. An open air theatre system should be installed so ensure proper
visibility of the stage to all students and shelters must be installed so that assembly session can also be conducted
during rainy seasons

 

 

1. Promotion of Research and enhancement of  Teaching- learning experience for all

 

Objective:

1. Research plays an important role in the attaining better standards of higher education. Most of the college staff
members are PH.D holders and with their assistance we wish to inculcate the research habits in students and
other staff member as well. Research always helps in expanding the area of study and creates an urge to
explore and learn something new. Research experience allows undergraduate students to better understand
published works, learn to balance collaborative and individual work, determine an area of interest, and jump
start their careers as researchers.

Context

1. Our staff members and students are always motivated to attend seminars and workshops that help them to
understand changes taking place in the era of higher education and also participate in emerging burning issues.
However our students always face financial problems in attending such programmes as no National or
International seminars are organized locally, hence the students are required to travel to other places where they
face affordability issues.

The staff members have made a decent participation in research oriented activities in the recent years. Two of them
have awarded with PH.D;s and one of one of our faculty member is a Recognized guide of Gulbarga University. The
college is also recognized as a research centre for Kannada studies and shortly it will be a research centre for
Sociology also. Our staff members have made significant number of paper presentation, Participated as resource
persons, published books and research papers at both national and international level.

Practice

1. Today Higher education promotes research oriented learning. This type of learning always bridges the gap
between theory and practice thereby providing practical exposure to the learners. Our college staff members
have always been active contributors in the field of research.

One major constraint that we have been facing is that our staff members are unable to get research projects because
our college does not come under the purview of 2f and 12b of the UGC and hence this has always been a limitation
for the staff members in getting research projects from UGC.

Evidence of Success

1. The college staff members have shown a decent success in the last five years. Our institution is the only
research center in the entire town. Our staff members have recently two of them have completed PH.d’s and
two more are going to be awarded in a year or two. Our staff members have published books and research
papers also active on Google scholar where their research has received good citations. The college also deputes
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teachers to attend various seminars and workshops and also attend various FDP’S Short term courses and
Research methodology workshops. Hence our college is showing an increasing trend of our staff members
involvement in research.

Problems encountered and Resources required

1. The college also wants the students to undertake research projects but due to non availability of supporting
nearby institutions and concerns we are unable to execute the same. The students also find it difficult to carry
out research work as most of them immediately after classes go to their agricultural fields to work.

Our staff members immediately after the institution comes under the purview of 2f and 12b of the UGC will start
working on taking up of research projects and taking our institution to greater heights in the area of research. Our
college wishes to be research centre for other subjects also other than Kannada but the infrastructure constraints is
restricting our efforts.

 

 

Other best practices of the college are:

1. Feedback system- Collecting the feedback from stakeholders and also preparing the analysis of the same and
also hosting it on our website.

2. Orientation programme for the First year newly admitted students.

 

File Description Document

Link for Best practices in the Institutional web site View Document

7.3 Institutional Distinctiveness
7.3.1 Portray  the performance of the Institution in one area distinctive to its priority and thrust within 1000 words

Answer: 

Performance of the Institution in one area distinctive to its priority

 

Our Institution provides an atmosphere that facilitates personal commitment to the educational success of students in
an environment that values multiplicity and society.

1. The College is keen at facilitating personal commitment to the educational success of students and thus the
Principal, senior faculty members and IQAC Coordinator prepares the academic calendar well in advance
before the commencement of the semester. The faculty members before the commencement of semester
prepares the lesson plan, and also maintain a work diary.

2. Many efforts are being made for the past few years to change the Teaching – Learning environment into
activity based and interactive learning. Various methods adopted to transform the academic environment:

Changing the teaching –learning methodology by encouraging the faculty to use power point presentation
wherever necessary.
The Students especially girl students are encouraged to participate both in curricular and extra- curricular
activities
 Each department is making efforts to arrange guest lecturers periodically addressed by the eminent persons
from Industry, Academic and Research Institutions.  Eminent experts of National reputed people are invited
from academic /organization /industries for delivering special lectures

In addition to the classroom interactions, following are the other methods of learning experiences provided to the
students

Paper presentations/ Group discussions
Industrial/Historical tours

https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/GenericDocHandler/316-3c37afcf-ba1d-4def-86b6-767cadbc8302.pdf
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Class level debates and quiz competitions
Learning through drama and plays
Importance  is given to obtain feedback from parents, students, faculty members and alumni through informal
contact to obtain information about changes which are required for the betterment of the institution.

1. College is committed to impart quality education to rural students who are first generation learners and
empower them

 

Encouraging the students to participate in co-curricular and extracurricular activities inside and outside the
campus to understand multidisciplinary areas.
The academic programs of the institution are based on enhancing the knowledge base of the rural students.
Students are encouraged to become socially relevant and responsible citizens of the country through quality
extracurricular and extension programs.
Students are guided to develop a scientific temperament, competitive spirit and sense of social responsibilities
to face the challenges in their future life.

 

1. The institution has started training the students through career counselling and competitive guidance for
UPSC/KPSC/Other exams and providing  them with career assistance

2.  The institution has number of Cells/Clubs/Units to create and provide a platform to show their individual
talent and interest.

File Description Document

Link for appropriate web in the Institutional website View Document

Extended Profile

Program

Number of courses offered by the Institution across all programs during the last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
22 22 22 22 22

File Description Document

Institutional data prescribed format View Document

Number of programs offered year-wise for last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
6 5 4 4 4
Students

Number of students year-wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
937 690 568 630 685

https://gfgc.kar.nic.in/gurumitkal/GenericDocHandler/316-f0d1a4b1-f054-4fbe-a8fc-5710a6d3ed99.pdf
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/dynamic_1607490659_5456.xlsx
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File Description Document

Institutional data in prescribed format View Document

Number of seats earmarked for reserved category as per GOI/State Govt rule year-wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
317 220 191 191 191

File Description Document

Institutional data in prescribed format View Document

Number of outgoing / final year students year-wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
130 116 173 140 160

File Description Document

Institutional data in prescribed format View Document

Teachers

Number of full time teachers year-wise during the last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
13 14 14 12 14

File Description Document

Institutional data in prescribed format View Document

Number of sanctioned posts year-wise during last five years

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
18 18 18 18 18

File Description Document

Institutional data in prescribed format View Document

Institution

Total number of classrooms and seminar halls

Answer: 26
 

Total Expenditure excluding salary year-wise during last five years ( INR in Lakhs)

Answer: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16
1 1 1 1 1

https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/dynamic_1607419659_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/dynamic_1613655653_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/dynamic_1607611306_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/dynamic_1607929183_5456.xlsx
https://assessmentonline.naac.gov.in/storage/app/hei/SSR/101755/dynamic_1607416150_5456.xlsx
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Number of Computers

Answer: 50

Conclusion

Additional Information :

Two of our faculty members are Pursuing their PH.D and other staff members are have already sent their applications
for various Universities. One of our Faculty member Dr. Chinna Ashappa is notified as  a research guide for Sociology
in Gulbarga University , the Local Inquiry Committee has already submitted its recommendations and from the
Academic year 2020-2021 he has already received his appointment orders though delayed due to the pandemic.The
achievements of the staff members in terms of University exam duties have really been good as most of them work at
senior levels which is entrusted on them by the University.The staff members have actively published their research
papers in various journals and edited books and also took part in Online seminars and short term courses during the year

In terms of Infrastructure the College is shortly going to have an Exclusive library building and an Auditorium. The
building construction is in Progress and shortly we shall start making use of the same that will add up to the goodwill
and physical facilities to be provided by the college to the students.

The college from the Academic year 2020-2021 is happy to announce the commencement of New PG programme MA
in History which is going to help various students seeking admission for MA in History. The college is happy to state
that this is a 3rd PG programme to be started in the last 5 years with an aim to start a few more to meet the needs of the
rural students and create a healty learning environment in the region.

To conclude, Our college is striving to be one of the best educational hub in the region for the meeting the educational
needs of the economically underprivileged section of society and providing an opportunity to the youth to become better
citizens of tomorrow.

 

Concluding Remarks:

Government First Grade College Gurumitkal being 29 years old in Educational service is catering to the needs of the
rural students by providing quality education to the students of Gurumitkal town and nearby villages.The institution is
concentrating on the progression of rural youth who take up Higher Education.The college offers both UG and PG
courses and caters to the needs of the students who are both Socially and Economically backward. Apart from
Academic learning the students are also motivated to take part in Extra curricular activities such as NSS, Sports and
other Cultural activities.The college has shown a progressive trend across all courses in terms of strength and results.
The college aims at improvement of Educational quality and  standard year on year and concentrate more on
enhancement of techincal infrastructure.

EXCLUDED METRICES

List of Excluded Metrices

3 Research, Innovations and Extension : Weightage ( 120 )

3.5 Collaboration : Weightage ( 20 )

Ref
No Details of Metric weightage Metric

Performance

3.5.2 Number of functional MoUs with institutions, other universities,
industries, corporate houses etc. during the last five years 

10 0
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( Metric Type : Derived , Question Type : QN , Evaluation : By DVV ,
Nature :Value )

5 Student Support and Progression : Weightage ( 130 )

5.2 Student Progression : Weightage ( 25 )

Ref
No Details of Metric weightage Metric

Performance

5.2.1 Average percentage of placement of outgoing students during the last
five years 

 ( Metric Type : Derived , Question Type : QN , Evaluation : By DVV ,
Nature :Value )

10 0

6 Governance, Leadership and Management : Weightage ( 100 )

6.4 Financial Management and Resource Mobilization : Weightage ( 20 )

Ref
No Details of Metric weightage Metric

Performance

6.4.2 Funds / Grants received from non-government bodies, individuals,
philanthropers during the last five years (not covered in Criterion III) 

 ( Metric Type : Derived , Question Type : QN , Evaluation : By DVV ,
Nature :Value )

8 0

ANNEXURE

1.Metrics Level Deviations
 Metric ID Sub Questions and Answers before and after DVV Verification

2.1.2

Average percentage of seats filled against reserved categories (SC, ST, OBC, Divyangjan, etc. as per
applicable reservation policy ) during the last five years ( exclusive of supernumerary seats)

     2.1.2.1. Number of actual students admitted from the reserved categories year-wise during the last five
years

 Answer before DVV Verification: 
 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

452 368 177 187 257

Answer After DVV Verification :
 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

235 161 177 128 133

Remark : DVV has made the changes as per provided report of actual students admitted from the reserved
categories SC, ST by HEI.

 3.4.2 Number of awards and recognitions received for extension activities from government/ government
recognised bodies during the last five years
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     3.4.2.1. Total number of awards and recognition received for extension activities from
Government/ Government recognised bodies year-wise during the last five years.
Answer before DVV Verification: 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

1 1 1 0 0

Answer After DVV Verification :

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

0 0 0 0 0

4.1.4

Average percentage of expenditure, excluding salary for infrastructure augmentation during last five
years(INR in Lakhs)

     4.1.4.1. Expenditure for infrastructure augmentation, excluding salary year-wise during last five
years (INR in lakhs)

 Answer before DVV Verification: 
 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

304949 309000 143000 0 467080

Answer After DVV Verification :
 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

1.24 2.80 0.93 0 2.99

Remark : DVV has made the changes as per shared expense on purchase of fixed assets by HEI.
 

4.2.3

Average annual expenditure for purchase of books/e-books and subscription to journals/e- journals
during the last five years (INR in Lakhs)

     4.2.3.1. Annual expenditure of purchase of books/e-books and subscription to journals/e- journals
year wise during last five years (INR in Lakhs)

 Answer before DVV Verification: 
 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

50769 80000 50000 0 100000

Answer After DVV Verification :
 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

0.51 0.80 0.50 0 1

Remark : DVV has made the changes as per expense on purchase of books shared by HEI.
 4.2.4 Percentage per day usage of library by teachers and students ( foot falls and login data for online

access) during the last completed academic year

     4.2.4.1. Number of teachers and students using library per day over last one year
 Answer before DVV Verification : 27 
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Answer after DVV Verification: 5 

Remark : DVV has made the changes as per average of teacher and students using library per day on
04/Feb/20 to 08/Feb/20. 

4.4.1

Average percentage of expenditure incurred on maintenance of infrastructure (physical and
academic support facilities) excluding salary component during the last five years(INR in Lakhs)

     4.4.1.1. Expenditure incurred on maintenance of infrastructure (physical facilities and academic
support facilities) excluding salary component year-wise  during the last five years (INR in lakhs)

 Answer before DVV Verification: 
 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

76400 116200 100000 214800 83200

Answer After DVV Verification :
 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

0 0 0 0 0

Remark : Expenditure incurred on maintenance of infrastructure (physical facilities and academic support
facilities) excluding salary has not reflect in provided report.

 

5.2.2

Average percentage of students progressing to higher education during the last five years 

     5.2.2.1. Number of outgoing student progression to higher education during last five years
 Answer before DVV Verification : 195 

 Answer after DVV Verification: 87 
 

Remark : DVV has made the changes as per pro-rata basis of shared Id cards of students by HEI.
 

2.Extended Profile Deviations
 ID Extended Questions

1.1

Number of courses offered by the Institution across all programs during the last five years
 

Answer before DVV Verification:
 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

6 5 4 4 4

Answer After DVV Verification:
 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

22 22 22 22 22

2.2 Number of seats earmarked for reserved category as per GOI/State Govt rule year-wise during last
five years

 
Answer before DVV Verification:

 
2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

452 368 177 187 257

Answer After DVV Verification:
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2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

317 220 191 191 191

3.2

Total Expenditure excluding salary year-wise during last five years ( INR in Lakhs)
 

Answer before DVV Verification:
 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

381349 563250 743000 214800 550280

Answer After DVV Verification:
 

2019-20 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 2015-16

1 1 1 1 1


